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ABSTRACT 
It is critical for firms to understand how the tools they employ affect the way their customers 

experience being in their stores. As online retail grows like a snowball rolling downhill, bricks-and-

mortar retailers have to ensure that they are using the right tools to stay relevant. Revolutionary 

technological advances such as the development of interactive robots powered by artificial 

intelligence, beacon technologies that communicate with users based on proximity, digital personal 

assistants and stores without check-outs can completely change the way consumers interact with the 

company and the way they shop in retail stores.  

In this thesis, the authors aim to investigate and explain the impact these new technologies have on 

the customer’s experience in terms of behaviour, emotions and perception. To reach this 

understanding, an examination of pre-existing literature, business journals and concepts is followed 

by a mixed methods study. A survey with 101 respondents is conducted in order to map out 

perceptions and sentiments, and then 17 qualitative interviews with a total of 26 respondents further 

investigate the trends identified in the survey responses. An analysis is then conducted of the data, 

and insights about consumer behaviour with new retail technologies are identified. Sentiment 

reactions of joy, surprise, and fear are identified discussing robot or artificial intelligence. This is 

followed by the discussion, elaborating on what the analysis indicated. The main findings pointed out 

how consumers will potentially increase the transaction frequency in new cashier-less stores, how 

consumers will accept trading their own personal information for convenience despite their concern 

for safety and privacy, that information provided to consumers in-store has to be designed and timed 

carefully, and that digital personal assistants are likely to become part of the retail experience of the 

future. Lastly, it is found that robots are not likely to replace humans in retail stores anytime soon, 

but that they can provide several benefits to retailers as well as customers.  After the discussion, a 

conclusion is provided.  

In the final chapter, the managerial implications that the findings suggest for a selection of relevant 

technologies are presented. The implications primarily regard considerations that retailers should 

keep in mind in order to make educated choices for which technologies to adapt into their stores. The 

contribution made to literature is also clarified in this chapter, as well as the identified areas and 

authors’ suggestions for future research.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Topic	

We might be standing at the very beginning of a retail revolution. 

The first products that were sold online – and even via automated telephone orders – in the mid-90’s, 

were generic products that shoppers could feel safe about buying without seeing in person; wine, cd’s 

or other commoditized products that consumers were familiar with. Internet shopping took off not 

long after the first web shops were opened, and with stable growth since then, as much as 23 % of 

total retail sales in China, and 9 % in the US, were from online purchases in 2017 (Jetta 2017). (These 

numbers vary slightly depending on which parts of retail – and particularly car sales – are included). 

In light of the Internet’s stable growth as a secure shopping channel going strong for close to 25 years, 

many have asked if and when online retailing will stop growing. Many services and products have 

become obsolete or almost obsolete in physical form because of the emergence of online sales 

channels – such as movie rental stores, which have been close to abolished following the introduction 

of various online movie streaming, -download and –rental websites.  

On the other hand, close to 90 % of retail sales transactions still happen across the counter inside 

physical stores – and despite the Internet steadily grabbing increased share of market, physical stores 

are not likely to be completely replaced anytime soon. PwC’s Global Consumer Insights Survey 

(Dahlhoff et al., 2018), study showed that the past three years in fact have seen an increase in weekly 

visits in brick-and-mortar stores, from 40 % in 2015 to 44 % in 2018. In fact, some say that in many 

retail sectors, online sales are not even close to affecting brick-and-mortar sales figures (Jetta 2018). 

Many online retailers are in fact going from ”clicks to bricks” because physical stores have attributes 

that give them more trust than online stores; tangibility, longevity, and personal service (Hoffman, 

Novak, & Peralta, 1999). Instead of being a pure practicality, offline shopping could be transforming 

into a sensory and social alternative experience to online retail. The competition is, however, 

becoming increasingly tough between the physical stores that want to claim their continued place in 

the future of retail. Technology is becoming an important point of differentiation.  

 

Amazon has been one of the definitive entrepreneurs in driving technology implementation in retail 

forward. Amongst several new technologies they have utilised in their new Amazon Go store in 

Washington, USA, the Just Walk Out Technology allows preregistered customers to simply grab the 
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items they want from the shelf and deli, and walk out without having to stop at a cashier to control 

which items they are purchasing. Innovations such as this may very well change or disrupt the retail 

scene completely, because they make game changing differences to the customer journey and 

shopping experience as it is known today (Grewal, Roggeveen, & Nordfält, 2017). 

 

1.2 Importance	

The topic is highly important when considering the number of technologies that are continuously 

being introduced in the retail business. Most of the technoloigies aim to improve both the performance 

of the shop and the encounter for the customer. Many of these introductions follow business models 

similar to that of webshops – collecting and analysing vast amounts of data, and then applying the 

findings to bricks-and-mortar settings to optimize their offering.  

It can be assumed that new payment systems and the reduced amount of physical interaction they 

entail could be a matter for most of the habitual consumers. Data breaches and scandals have led 

authorities to introduce new legislation nationally as well as internationally. The soon implemented 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which acts to protect the personal information of the 

customer, is currently the biggest changemaker in this regard. When new retail technologies request 

more information from their users in order to work optimally, will offline businesses face similar 

risks to what online retailers have had to manage? 

To establish a positive culture and avoid misconception, retailers should increase their understanding 

of evolving customer needs and use this knowledge to aid in the transition process these new 

technologies may require.  

 

1.3 Relevance	

Our study seeks to explore the circumstances, and potential approaches to whether and how new 

technologies implemented in physical retail stores can affect customers’ perceived experience. The 

exploration aims to enrich academic scholarship in the fields of customer experience theory, and 

customer journey concept. We strive to offer retailers relevant and applicable insight about new 

technologies of the business, and their impact on the customer experience – thus facilitating well-

educated managerial decisions. 
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1.4 Problem	definition	

As online retail continues to evolve, it is predicted to keep taking market shares from offline retailers. 

As the competitiveness intensifies, offline retailers need to be aware of the potential benefits of new 

technologies in order to stay relevant. For many of these retailers the problem lies in that they do not 

necessarily know what effects and consequences the technologies may have on their customers’ needs 

and perceived experience.  

 

1.5 Research	Question	

In light of our problem formulation, we have taken the task of attempting to map out what impact 

some new retail technologies might have on the customer experience. We also aim to provide a better 

understanding of how these technologies affect the customer experience, so that well-educated 

decisions may be made by retail managers.  

 

We present our research question as follows:  

How and why does new retail technology affect the customer experience? 

1.6 Thesis	delimitations	

This section will explain which limitations have been applied to the research.   

The first limitation to the thesis regards the boundaries of the research question. In order to focus the 

efforts of the study in a manageable way, the study has been focused on the retail market. To provide 

a holistic understanding of how new technologies are changing the existing theoretical knowledge 

about customer experience, research would be expanded to different markets that are involved in the 

same situation, like physical location of service providers such as airports, hospitals, and financial 

services. It was found that narrowing down the study was necessary in order to provide as accurate 

conclusions as possible.   
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When considering which target segment would have been the most helpful to obtain quality 

respondents, it was decided to set the boundaries of the population as very wide. Retail stores are 

visited on a highly frequent basis by a large number of people, and thus it would not make sense to 

narrow down the respondent selection. Maintaining a wide population as the target group allowed for 

unveiling trends in the relationship between new technologies and customer experience within 

different types of consumers. This introduced some challenges in regard to reliability and validity, 

which are addressed in chapter 4.3.  

 

1.7 Structure	of	the	thesis	

This section will explain the sequence of elements in the thesis, and how it has been divided into 

chapters.  

Chapter 1, the INTRODUCTION, provides reasoning to why the particular topic in question is 

being researched, including the problem formulation, relevance and importance of the topic, and 

how the research question was drawn. 

Chapter 2, the BACKGROUND, is the back carpet for the research. Here, a literature review is 

provided, describing the theories applied in the thesis, the gap between two relevant theories, and 

a conceptual framework explaining the industry, technologies and relevant concepts.  

Chapter 3, METHODOLOGY, elaborates upon how the research was planned, describing the 

research paradigm, ontology and epistemology, and the research design, including how sources 

were chosen and data was collected.  

Chapter 4, the ANALYSIS, presents the data collected in the research, and provides an analysis 

of the findings.  

Chapter 5, the DISCUSSION, makes some statements to discuss what the data analysis implicates 

for the research question provided. 

Chapter 6, the CONCLUSION, is a short-drawn clarification of Chapter 5. Managerial 

implications, implications for future research and learnings made by the authors are included in 

this chapter as well. 

Chapter 7, contains the BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCES. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
Now that the structure and purpose of the thesis has been outlined, we want to provide a 

comprehensible background and explanation of the surroundings revolving our problem definition 

and research question. This will aid in the understanding of how we conduct our research and data 

analysis.  

In this second chapter of the thesis, we will first review what insight academical literature as well as 

business journals and other information sources can provide us. We will also provide a conceptual 

framework, which is purposed to give the reader a backcarpet of the market surroundings and ongoing 

changes the retail industry – and provide information about the context we are inserting our research 

question and problem formulation into.  

 

2.1 LITERATURE	REVIEW	

In our literature review, we find it important to first provide an explanation of what the customer 

experience is, so that we can investigate whether, how and why it is affected by new retail 

technologies. We will also provide an overview of the customer journey, which is a closely connected 

concept, and other related theories. Customer journey mapping is typically an important tool in 

understanding and mapping out how customers go through the customer journey, and how they end 

up with their own perceived customer experience. Both theories will therefore be highly relevant to 

our analysis.  

2.1.1 CUSTOMER	EXPERIENCE	

To better grasp how the customer journey gained an important role in successful strategies, it is crucial 

to present some of the traditional theories and assumptions of customer experience. This will provide 

an overview of the development of literature and theories up until the current state, which will work 

as a back carpet for our conceptual framework and further work.  

There is a general agreement on how a tailored experience can enhance organizations’ competitive 

advantage, customer engagement, differentiation, brand image and word-of-mouth communication 

(Carbone & Haeckel, 1994). Experiential marketers view consumers as rational and emotional beings 

who seek satisfying encounters (Schmitt, 1999). Therefore, the focus of the organization moved from 

a traditional brand and market-centered view, toward a customized and more sensitive customer 
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centric view (Lemon & Verhoef 2016, p. 73.). “This shift has enabled organizations to be readier for 

the interdisciplinary and cross-functional coordination required to design, understand, and manage 

customer experience.” 

The progression towards a customer experience-based economy is solidly documented (B. J. I. I. Pine 

& Gilmore, 1998; Schmitt, 1999). A combination of scholars, behavioral professionals and 

consultants from all over the world spent the last 50 years intending to discover new frameworks, 

theories, and methodologies of the “Customer Experience.” 

What customers expect from firms, is a product tailored to the needs and limitations of modern life. 

More complex choices are required, and the amount of channels they are made through is high 

(Meyer, Christopher; Schwager, 2007). As Maklan & Klaus (2011, p. 771) state; “Marketing practice 

and research have undergone a series of large-scale transformations over the past 25 years, shifting 

focus from (1) creating fast-moving consumer product brands to (2) building customer relationships 

through service marketing, and now to (3) creating compelling customer experiences.” 

 

One of the first attempts to raise attention towards experience centricity was the book by Mehrabian 

& Russell (1974, p. 31), which says that environmental stimuli are linked to behavioral responses of 

arousal, pleasure, and dominance. A series of different frameworks about experiences followed this 

first statement. Holbrook & Hirschman (1982) first proposed the idea of consumption experience, 

focusing on the emotion and the feelings of the customer. The article of Pine & Gilmore (1998) about 

experience economy, followed by the work on the experiential marketing of Schmitt (1999). Meyer, 

Christopher; Schwager (2007) focused on how to measure customer experience efficiency through 

the analysis of data gathered in past-patterns, present patterns, and potential patterns. Brakus, Schmitt, 

& Zarantonello (2009) open the discussion about not only a customer experience purchase oriented, 

but a full brand experience. There is common agreement that the article by Lemon & Verhoef (2016) 

gathers all the previous theories; here, the experience is a multidimensional construct made of 

different customers responses. Understanding exactly what triggers these responses opens new 

questions on how customer journeys can and should be designed.  
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2.1.2 THE	EVOLUTION	OF	CUSTOMER	EXPERIENCE	

In one of the first approaches, Holbrook & Hirschman (1982) view experiential perspective as an 

exploration of the symbolic meaning brought by the purchase action, something more subjective with 

specific characteristics like cheerfulness, sociability, and elegance. To fulfill competitive experiences 

and obtain reliable results they say it is necessary to understand the role of fantasies, feelings, and fun 

in the consumer behavior (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Consumption is a process primarily 

directed towards the hedonic pursuit of pleasure (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Arnould & Price 

(1993) define extraordinary experiences or hedonic experiences as intense, positive, enjoyable 

encounters, characterized by high levels of emotional intensity. The image of intense pleasure and 

high arousal is associated by Holbrook (1997) at the idea of romanticism. There is a logical sequence 

that goes from romanticism through experiential consumption, emotional responses and finally 

reaching pleasure (Holbrook, 1997). The idea is to use different levers to surprise the consumer, 

propose ‘The Extraordinary’ and stimulate the senses. Carù & Cova (2003) try to gather all the 

previous works on sensorial experience and open up for a new field of marketing, “which goes beyond 

an ideological view that tends to consider every view as extraordinary” (Carù & Cova, 2003, p. 267). 

With that, they do not intend to propose an inclination to traditional product marketing. Instead, they 

suggest focusing on the need for a critical understanding of all the parts involved in experiential 

marketing as researchers, managers, and professionals (Carù & Cova, 2003). 

 

The customer experience economy can be described as the fourth stage in the progression of economic 

value, after agrarian economy, industrial economy and service economy (B. J. I. I. Pine & Gilmore, 

1998). “This transition from selling services to selling experiences will be no easier for established 

companies to undertake and weather than the last great economic shift, from the industrial to the 

service economy” (Pine & Gilmore, 1998, p. 98). This publication opened up for a new series of 

related work approaches by scholars and researchers.  Schmitt (1999) contrasted the traditional 

marketing approach, rather offering a new framework for managing experiential marketing. The 

concepts describing the new structure were first, a strategic experiential module based on sensation, 

feelings, thoughts, acts, and relation. Secondly, experiences require the implementation of tools called 

“experience providers”, made of communication, visual and verbal identity, product presence, co-

branding, spatial environment, media, and people (Schmitt, 1999b).  These writings inspired the work 

of Hoch (2002), who defined experience as “the act of living through observation of events and also 
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refers to training and the subsequent knowledge and skills acquired.” He also added that for marketing 

purposes, it is essential to seduce customers to make them believe that they learn more than what the 

reality is (Hoch, 2002).  

 

The customer himself is today subject to a more significant number of choices than ever before, and 

companies offer more options of channels than ever before, to pursue them. Measures of customer 

satisfaction efficiency still lack to be achieved. The study of Meyer, Christopher; Schwager (2007) 

first introduced a new framework based on the analysis of past, present and post patterns to track the 

purchasing journey the customer had and find areas of improvement. The collection of data is crucial 

to understand if the company is customer oriented. This action implies the coordination of all 

departments within the firm, as Meyer, Christopher; Schwager (2007, p. 122) say - “it is a mistake to 

assign to customer-facing groups overall accountability for the design, delivery, and creation of a 

superior customer experience, thereby excusing those more distant from the customer understanding 

it.” 

 

Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello (2009) focus on customer behavior analyzing, as Holbrook and 

Hirschman (1982) previously showed, different aspects of the consumption experience. They broaden 

the experience framework made of sensations, feelings, cognitions, and behavioral responses to full 

brand experience (Brakus et al., 2009). In another study, Hansen & Mossberg (2013) also supported 

the idea of full consumption experience. The key element for unforgettable experiences is the 

consumer full-immersion given by lack of awareness and hedonic feelings.  

There is a universal agreement between researchers that the definition provided by Lemon & Verhoef 

(2016) includes and unites all the current literature reviews: “Customer Experience is a 

multidimensional construct focusing on the customer’s cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, 

and social responses to a firm’s offerings during the customer’s entire purchase journey” (Lemon & 

Verhoef, 2016, p. 74). The article categorizes the decades of former research into three main areas, 

which will now be looked into. 

One focused on processes like consumer behavior, CRM and customer engagement. A second 

focused on the outcomes and how satisfaction, service quality, and relationship marketing are 

measured. The third one focused on the internal and external organizational aspect of customer 

experience (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Additionally, the two authors agreed on a particular distinction 
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between Customer Experience and Customer Journey, “We conceptualize customer experience as a 

customer’s ‘journey’ with a firm over time during the purchase cycle across multiple touch points” 

(Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).   

 

2.1.3 VALUE	CREATION	

The purpose of raising a general understanding on customer experience, evolved alongside the 

concept of value creation. The notion of value creation is not new to researchers, as it has been largely 

debated during the past 20 years. In the beginning, anthropologists were the first to study the way 

people find value in things and how things give benefit to the people depending on the culture they 

live in (Appadurai, 1986). When it comes to value creation, the important first question is whether 

the value is something intangible and subjectively created individually, or if it is a real variable of the 

product depending on the product’s physical qualities. Boztepe, (2007) distinguishes five approaches 

when referring to the concept of value. First, value as a belief system where the society and the culture 

are the actors defining values.  Second, exchange, as the value of the sacrifice that people sustain for 

a product. Third, value as use when the value relies only upon the use of the product/service. Fourth, 

value as meaning and difference, where value depends on the context in which a product is used. 

Fifth and lastly, value as experience where the value is tied to a process that includes actions by both 

the service provider and customer. Christiansen et al., (2010) approach the previous distinction and 

divide it into four main group of perspectives, where they subdivide the work of all the major 

contributors. (1) The firm perspective, where the company is the subject incorporating the value in 

the product and then deliver it to the customer. (2) The consumer perspective, reflects the value 

according to Boztepe (2007)’s approach where value is created by the customer during the 

consumption of the product/service. (3) The co-creation perspective, which focuses on the value 

produced by the interaction between firm and consumer. And (4) the co-constructivism, where the 

value is determined and continuously negotiated by the network made of different actors. 

 

2.1.4 THE	EVOLUTION	OF	VALUE	CREATION	

Referring to the distinctions made by Christiansen et al., (2010) the following paragraph will 

introduce the authors and their studies – which have shaped the general opinion regarding the topic 

of value creation.  
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Firm perspective. The full control over the product is on the firm’s hands, which defines its value 

depending on the activities undertaken, the final target of users, and the theoretical foundation (Lepak, 

Smith, & Taylor, 2007). Thus, a firm has to fit the respective ecosystem and align its strategy to match 

the needs of the audience (Adner, 2006). The ecosystem also consists of the innovations that new 

technologies bring. Market factors have an impact on the value creation and the commercialization 

of new products (Maine & Garnsey, 2006). 

Consumer Perspective. While creating the value for a product and service the company must always 

consider the consumer as at the center of its strategy (Priem, 2007). Companies that implement and 

follow consumer-oriented strategies can create and deliver products sensitive to customer needs. The 

customer can perceive the benefits of a new product when its use solves his need in a more efficient 

way than the predeceasing solution (Rindova & Petkova, 2007).   

Co-Creation Perspective. Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2004) first disclose a gap in the value creation 

process which sees the customer as an external part “outside the company” with distinctively different 

and separate roles. The meaning and the process of value creation is now moving from a product-

oriented view to a more customer-based and personalized experience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2004). Firms continuously look for interactions with the customer in attempts of extracting value and 

co-creation; “We need to create an experience environment within which individuals can create their 

own unique personalized experience” (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004, p. 9). Vargo & Lusch (2004) 

focused on a series of levers for successful marketing; intangible resources, the co-creation of value, 

and relationships. They introduced the service-dominant logic, which’s goal is to customize offerings 

and maximize the consumer involvement during the process of value creation. A “sense and respond” 

strategy would advantage more firms rather than a “make and sell” strategy (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

Co-Construction Perspective. At the origin of the construction of market, value, products, services, 

and brands, there is a need for a fragile network that establishes and creates the guideline for the 

companies to follow. “Within the constructivist perspective the market is a temporary construction: 

what constitutes a market at a given point of time has dynamic characteristics, as it is continually 

constructed. Elements such as customers or a product are the outcome of a stabilization of certain 

characteristics for a longer or shorter period” (Christiansen, Gasparin, & Varnes, 2013, p.10). 
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2.1.5 CUSTOMER	JOURNEY	

After presenting and establishing an outline of the customer experience, we are moving on to the 

Customer Journey. While the customer experience is easily approachable and has definitions that are 

(more or less) universally agreed upon, the customer journey is a concept still in development, with 

several points of disagreement between those in the know. Comprehensive and extensive literature 

reviews of the customer journeys are few and far between, but Følstad and Kvale’s (2018) Customer 

journeys: a systematic literature review has been particularly helpful in establishing a clearer 

overview of the various contributions, elaborations and digressions that have been made in this field. 

As presented by Følstad and Kvale, one of the challenges faced by those endeavoring into the world 

of the customer journey is that there is no consensus on what customer journeys really are (Følstad 

Kvale 2018).  

Because there is no given definition, there is no single answer to how utilizing customer journeys can 

support or provide benefit to service designers and –managers. The choices of reference literature are 

scarce, and there is no common consensus on which author or researcher has the right definition.  

On one side of the debate, customer journeys are considered as clearly distinguished service processes 

with a specific start and end. On the other side of the table, they are seen as a flexible and highly 

customizable and open-ended process, where service employees may immediately react to actions 

from the customer (Nichita et al., 2012). 

 

The Customer Journey can, as a summary and concoction of several other definitions, be considered 

as a means to put oneself in the shoes of the customer (Holmlid Evenson 2008) to further understand 

their experiences. It consists of the repeated interactions between the consumer and the service 

provider (Meroni Sangiorgi 2011).  

Furthermore, by “taking on the customer’s shoes” and taking their point of view, stakeholders are 

further engaged and can gain stronger empathy with the customer and his/her views (Segelström 

2013). Segelström further suggests that customer journeys and customer journey maps are effective 

tools in the hands of service designers, for interpreting customer research.   

Customer journeys are a very important piece to the puzzle for service design agencies that want to 

understand how consumers will perceive and experience various services (Kimbell 2011). 

Management and service design in the public sector is also aided by customer journey centric 
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approaches (Parker, Heapy 2006), here not in a competitive context, but in search of closing the gap 

between what users want, and what they are being provided in a public service setting.  

 

Parker and Heapy’s (2006) 108-page publication The Journey to the Interface seems to have inspired 

or at least contributed to the interest in customer journeys as a standalone research topic. They used 

practical examples and case organization interviews to argue for why and how customer journeys can 

be used as a lens for seeing services from the same angle as customers do (Parker Heapy 2006 p.19).  

 

Despite being a concept without a final definition, the customer journey is a relatively well-

acknowledged and –received concept, and it has been featured and discussed in several service design 

books – often with the presumption that designing customer journeys is an important first step toward 

providing a good overall customer experience in experience-centric services (Zomerdijk Voss 2010).  

 

Companies are less bound to follow customer actions in their digital customer journeys when they 

are aided by structured organization and new processes and technologies; they are instead able to 

work proactively in their service and product offering. This change of focus has allowed for the rise 

of a new managerial position; the journey product manager (Edelman, Singer 2015).  

 

It would make sense to think that excessive as well as insufficient planning of details and touchpoints 

through customer journey mapping might hinder the process of value co-creation between company 

and customer. If too little of the journey itself is “scripted” by the company, and left in the hands of 

either the customer or the employees, then there may be too much room for deviation. On the other 

hand, if too much of the journey is scripted, then employees may find themselves unable to interact 

naturally with the customers. Finding this balance will always be a challenge for companies chasing 

excellence in their processes and in their service delivery. 

 

In the next section of the background, terms and similar frameworks related to the customer journey 

will be looked into.  
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2.1.6 Service	Blueprinting	

Shostack introduced the Service Blueprint in 1982, and further developed it as a tool for providing 

support to service managers (Bitner et al., 2008), and for increasing transparency and overview 

(Shostack 1982, 1984). The service blueprint is a comprehensible and effective tool for service design 

and identifying points for innovation. It is also known to be effective for diagnosing strategic 

challenges. The service blueprint’s connection to the Customer Journey lays in its focus toward the 

customer’s point of view, and interactions with the company. Zomerdijk and Voss (Zomerdijk and 

Voss 2010, p.73) suggest that the customer should be consistently placed in the very center of the 

service design. The primary difference and reason why it is not considered a directly connected part 

of customer journey theory, is that the other half of the service blueprint is focused on the tangibles 

provided by the company, and the on- and offstage actions of the employees. The service experience 

blueprint (Patrício et al 2008) is a further elaboration of this model, particularly oriented around 

multichannel platforms and multi-interface service experiences, in order to optimize channel 

specialization and integration. Most importantly, each service interface is designed in order to 

maximize the benefits of its unique capabilities.  

2.1.7 Service	Journeys	

Similar in name, but the meaning is not the exact same. Service journey is usually used in the context 

of research on the topic of customer expectation management, the customer gap, and perceptions of 

service quality. Szilvia Gyimóthy (2001) pioneered the elaboration of this term by analyzing tourist 

customer experience and expectations in a socio-cultural context.  

In later reports (Clatworthy 2011), service journey has been used close to synonymously with 

customer journey. Objectively speaking this makes sense, as a service journey does not necessarily 

have to be linked to managing customer expectations, but it can be looked at in a standalone context. 

Perhaps because of this interchangeability and lack of consensus on the actual definition of this term, 

service journeys have not established a foothold in academia cutting anywhere close to that of 

customer journeys.  

 

Two very similar terms arise from similar scenarios, but get named and elaborated upon by different 

researchers and authors. This is unquestionably one of the reasons that have caused a lack of 
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established linkage between customer experience and customer journey – despite their seemingly 

obvious connection. The latter of those gaps will be looked into shortly.  

 

2.1.8 Customer	Activity	Cycles	(CAC)	

In the 1990’s, corporations gradually shifted their attention toward the user rather than the customer. 

As time passed on, it was slowly acknowledged that the customer is the one who raises the bar for 

customer expectations, rather than product development and service design innovation (Rust, Oliver 

2000). As the customers changed from wanting individually superior items, they increasingly wanted 

synergy from several products functioning together. Companies then had to understand how to create 

synergy in the pre- to post-purchase stage, and how they could retain existing customers (Cutler and 

Sterne 2000).  

This new train of thought was the basis for the customer activity cycle, first introduced by Sandra 

Vandermerwe as an important tool to understand the complexities of each of the consumers’ 

processes; pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase (Vandermerwe, 1993). Using the customer 

activity cycle allows for companies to better analyze and understand their customers in order to 

provide a more accurate and desired service or product offering (Mickelson 2013). 

All of these theories have risen from the new view that people are the heart of business, and that 

“people” does not only mean the employees within the company, but also the users of the service or 

product. This is a shift from the typical 70/80’s management mantra, where goals were usually 

oriented toward profit, sales growth and market share.  

 

2.2 THE	GAP	BETWEEN	CUSTOMER	EXPERIENCE	AND	CUSTOMER	JOURNEY	

The actual connection between customer experience and customer journey appears to be fairly 

obvious, however in academic literature the definitive connection has yet to be made. In this section 

of the literature review, a clarification of the contributions that have been made with the purpose of 

closing the customer experience – customer journey gap will be presented. Based on these 

contributions, the similarities and differences between the two will be identified.  

The perhaps single most important contribution to closing this gap was Katherine Lemon & Peter C. 

Verhoef (2016)’s Understanding the Customer Experience throughout the Customer Journey. One 
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of the primary points that Lemon & Verhoef make at an early stage in this article, is clarifying the 

matter that customer experience and customer journey are topics with a very limited amount of 

relevant empirical work (Lemon Verhoef 2016). This is explained by the timeframe of the customer 

journey concept; it has not been a part of academic discussion for long enough to be researched in a 

thorough manner. Lemon & Verhoef (2016) proceed to define the connection between the two as that 

the customer experience is a customer’s “journey” with a firm over time during the purchase cycle 

across multiple touch points. This experience flows from pre-purchase to purchase to post-purchase 

(Vandermerwe, 1993). This connection is utilized to allow service designers and customer experience 

managers to empirically study customer experiences over time during the customer journey – by 

analyzing the individual impact and effect of different touch points. A strong emphasis is placed on 

the importance of well-developed customer journey maps. By having a good understanding of these 

touch points and their impact and effect, customer experience KPIs can be implemented and allow 

for measuring the customer experience to an extent (Lemon Verhoef 2016). Further, these touch 

points should carry positive impact to the customer experience at all stages of the customer journey. 

The frequency and positivity of the customers’ interactions with the touch points contribute to brand 

preference (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  

 

The connection between Customer Experience and Customer Journey as established by Lemon & 

Verhoef above is as close to universally agreed upon as its possible to get it in this relatively new 

field of study. 

Based on the review of the literature surrounding the two concepts, what is believed to be 

clearest distinctions between them has been mapped out. 

 CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE CUSTOMER JOURNEY 

Definition 

A multidimensional construct that 

focuses on the various responses the 

customer has to the firm’s offering 

during the purchasing journey.  

A tool that revolves around allowing the 

firm to put itself in the shoes of the 

customer in order to understand him or 

her better. 
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Focus  

The customer’s perception of the 

firm as a whole. Allows for loyalty 

gains. 

Breakdown of interactions between the 

customer and firm, allows the firm to gain 

empathy and understanding for the 

customer. 

Effects 

Defines engagement, brand 

awareness and satisfaction with the 

firm. 

Allows the firm to “shadow” the customer 

and work with a customer centric 

approach without the customer knowing. 

Can increase customer lock-in through 

accurate measures and actions. 

Measurement 

Measured by positive or negative 

comments, delivered through 

various forms of feedback and 

social promoter score (SPS/NPS). 

Suggests blueprinting, customer activity 

cycles and collection and analysis of KPIs 

throughout the journey. 

Pros 

Revolves around the end goal of 

true loyalty to the firm, and gaining 

distinct competitive advantage 

Revolves around engaging the customer 

through value co-creation, and 

understanding the customer better through 

in-depth touch point analysis. 

Cons 

Does not have a definitive answer 

to which data should be collected 

for analysis. Number of conversions 

is not necessarily connected to 

customer’s perceived experience, as 

many other factors may be relevant. 

Might make the company take control of 

how every interaction takes place – 

resulting in less autonomy for the 

customer, and a less interactive customer 

experience. 

Appendix 1 – Customer Experience – Customer Journey distinction table 

 

2.3 CONCEPTUAL	FRAMEWORK	

The retail industry has not always been the earliest adopter of new technologies, but the industry as 

a whole has typically taken new technologies in use whenever the technology has proven to provide 
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certain benefits. These benefits could typically be improving the overall shopping experience, 

reducing cost and gaining various advantages to attract customers (Hopping, 2000). With the massive 

number of technological advances and breakthroughs that have been made over the past years, many 

technologies have been implemented in a parts of the retail industry – and even more technologies 

have been discarded, or were never put into use – for example an early predecessor to the smartphone; 

the Ulticard, which was intended to be an all-in-one card for bank credit, pay phones, caloric intake 

tracking and more (Popular Science November 1986, p.90). Albeit this is a minuscule example of 

innovations, it is representative and similar to other innovations in that it attempted to change and 

improve the way customers go through the shopping customer journey, while maintaining the end 

goal of improving customer experience. While some of these technologies may be taken for granted 

today, they were at some point a controversial disruption.  

 

In order to create a comprehensible overview of the impact technology has had, and potentially will 

have on retail industry in the future, four core processes of the retail customer journey have been 

identified; payment, store landscaping, supply chain management and sales interaction. A brief 

background will be provided for how these processes have evolved into their current state, before 

some projections and expectations for how artificial intelligence will play a role in the future 

evolution of these processes will be looked at. 

 

2.3.1 Payment	

In the payment process, the first way of paying another person or tradesman was bartering and trading 

items when you needed something else than what you already had. The desire for a common trade 

currency gave leeway for coins – initially worth their own weight in metal, so that even without the 

backing of an institution, they could be used for trade. In the 16th century, governments, countries 

and banks slowly became more stable and were typically able to stand for extended periods of time. 

This institutional backing allowed for tradesmen and anyone else to trust in paper bills as a currency 

– even though unlike the metal coins, the paper bill’s monetary value exceeded that of the paper it 

was printed on. As institutionalization evolved further, banks started writing personal checks that 

were guaranteeed for by the bank itself. This entirely changed the way money was perceived because 

money was no longer something tangible that you only had in physical form – it was something the 

bank guaranteed for, that was in an ”invisible” account in the bank’s registries.  
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The credit card, which saw the light of day in the 1960’s, was an innovation built upon previous types 

of customer loyalty cards. The credit cards further built on the idea of money being something 

intangible. In the 1970’s, the introduction of intelligent point-of-sale(POS) terminals further 

facilitated the usage of transactions ruled by third parties, and of the credit card as the new mainstream 

way of making payments.  

 

Online payment solutions such as PayPal did not take long to arrive (1998) after the Internet was 

introduced to the public in the early 1990’s. Being able to pay directly online greatly improved the 

seamlessness and user friendliness of online retailing, as this eliminated the need to send invoices to 

customers – they could finalise their payments online.  

As the first smartphones were introduced in the early 2000’s, and people suddenly had the entire 

Internet in their pocket, mobile payment methods became even more relevant. By connecting the 

mobile phone to the online payment platforms or a credit card, consumers could now use their 

smartphones as a payment medium in physical stores as well. Convenient and highly versatile forms 

of mobile payment have made this way of payment grow vastly popular for both online and offline 

shopping. Mobile payment is taking  a larger portion of credit transactions every year, and some even 

say it is projected to overtake credit cards in online shopping as early as in 2019 (He 2017.). This 

mobile technology has been further developed to allow customers to preregister and connect user 

accounts to their phones, which are then used to identify them when they enter a store, and to 

automatically execute payment as they leave – without having to stop at a cashier. Amazon has been 

one of the key initiators of the deveopment of this technology (Ankeny 2016.). This technology has 

been implemented in Amazon’s Go store in Seattle, Washington. Just Walk Out technology is built 

and based on the same technology that is being used in driverless cars – and even in sorting and 

inspection processes in manufacturing industries (Polacco & Backes, 2017). This process has been 

made possible thanks to advances in radio frequency identification (RFID) and sensory technology, 

as well as the use of artificial intelligence in computer vision, facial recognition and advanced 

machine learning.  

 

New retail technologies based on user accounts such as Just Walk Out technology can provide a more 

time efficient alternative to the typical retail setting in which you are not identified by the store upon 

entry, but payment is made with cash, card or other payment solutions at the check-out. This is a 
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trade-off between convenience, cost and customer involvement. Where the traditional payment 

solutions allow for anyone to walk in and out of the store at their own desire, this store design typically 

requires longer to process payment than a nonstop payment solution such as the ones offered at 

Amazon Go. This is a consequence of the first option requiring either manually operated cashiers or 

self-serviced checkouts that can be coupled with self-serviced product scanners to register the items, 

and then payment has to be made using credit card, cash or a mobile payment option. The second 

alternative, using AI technology such as Just Walk Out, requires customers to pre-register, for 

instance on a mobile app, before entering the store, but once they’re registered, they can be in and 

out of the store as quickly as in a minute or less, according to observers (Dever 2018). The most 

apparent downside to this technology is that it requires users to pre-register, which requires a small 

effort from the user prior to being able to enter the store.  

 

Cashiers, as opposed to Just Walk Out technology, offer human interaction, which provides 

consumers with an opportunity to ask questions they may have, as well as letting the store employees 

ensure that everything is going ok and that the user is content. This can provide an immediate sense 

of gratification when the customer has questions regarding his or her purchase (Avery, Steenburgh, 

Deighton, & Caravella, 2011). If customers choose shopping in a store that utilizes new technology 

such as Just Walk Out, they can reduce the amount of time they spend in the store, or more specifically 

in a queue at the check-out zone. Time spent waiting in queues has been proven to have a strong 

negative correlation with the customer’s evaluation of service quality (Houston & Bettencourt, n.d.).  

 

2.3.2 Supply	Chain	Management	

Many historical innovations have increased the speed, accuracy and efficiency of logistics and 

merchandising, up to the seemingly seamless and efficiency maximized solutions that are utilized in 

modern retail. Thousands of years ago, the first tradesmen traveled by foot and with horse carriages 

on trade paths, before shipbuilding advances led to trade ships with large loading capacities and 

higher speed – which increased delivery speed and the range at which products could be sent. 

Improved infrastructure and roads allowed for far more convenient access to remote and hard to 

access areas. With the industrial revolution came train tracks in large amounts, and trains that were 

cheaper to use than horse and carriage – and significantly faster. Yet again, this impacted and 
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increased distribution for where products could be sent and sold, and how quickly a store would be 

able to resupply certain goods.  

 

Up until the 1980’s, successful supply chain management depended on strict control and hands-on 

management in a domestic setting (Baldwin, 2011). Increased globalization has, however, impacted 

the way companies work and manage their supply chains, and a high number of companies are 

producing and selling their goods in other countries than that of the company’s own origin – or in 

several countries simultaneously. This has not only been made possible by globalization itself, but 

also from improved telecommunications, universal product codes (UPC), the Internet, and digital 

logistics planning and tracking programs. One of the key drivers for increased efficiency in supply 

chain management the past years has been the implementation of automated processes and robotics 

with machine learning in production and warehouse management. As of late, the Internet of Things 

has also been a very useful addition to track, coordinate, control and automate logistics processes for 

shipping and automated inventory verification. This interconnected web of automated processes and 

automatic tracking and control at all stages is a huge contrast to the 1960-1980’s. At that time, supply 

chain management was significantly more challenging and demanding since the key databases were 

not online or linked together without a lot of coordination effort and manual accounting (Lancioni, 

Smith, & Oliva, 2000).  

The past few years have seen an explosion of new technologies and advances that may have a place 

in the future of supply chain management in retail.  

 

2.3.3 Store	Landscaping	

The retail stores in the 1800’s and early 1900’s started as colonials. The store clerk typically had full 

control of the inventory, and would collect the items for each customer one at a time. This setup 

provided high security and control, but was not very efficient. On the other hand, every customer 

received personal service and help. General stores, department stores and specialty stores slowly 

allowed for self-service in order to allow customers to browse products more freely, and to reduce 

the amount of work needed to service each customer. In the early 1910’s, food retailing was 

revolutionized and drastically changed due to standardization of food import to the US and new 

legislation. These changes facilitated standardized, bigger stores and what we today recognise as a 
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grocery store format with a bigger selection of goods, and standardized products. In order to increase 

the efficiency and security at the checkout process, cash registers with totals were implemented 

instead of the old-fashioned books and drawers that had been used before. This reduced the amount 

of time each customer had to use at the check-out, and it also gave the store manager increased control 

because he or she could hear the bell go off whenever a till opened.  

 

Marketing analysis and data collection slowly rose to prevalence in retailing between the 1950’s to 

the 1980’s – in pace with manufacturers slowly identifying a need to better understand their 

customers’ needs and wants, rather than solely focusing on product research and development. As 

this research was deemed relevant in understanding the customer, it became more common to collect 

data about and study the consumer behavior within the retail store landscape. Some early adaptations 

and measures were stock analysis, counting people entering and leaving the store, sales by time of 

day, billboard effects, seasonal sales measurement and discount sales effects. The data collected in 

research such as this – and primarily the research regarding the movement patterns of customers 

within the stores – laid ground for an improved understanding of how consumers instinctively moved 

around the store as if it were a jungle. With a deeper understanding of these behavioral patterns, retail 

stores were laid out and designed with an eye for keeping the customer shopping for longer. Some of 

the measures that were adopted were steering people to the right, using specific colours (Crowley, 

1993), leading the customers somewhere, implementing specific aisle designs that make the customer 

look more closely at more products, and making a particularly strong first impression. The latter of 

those focal points were implemented since researchers understood that customers at an early point of 

the customer journey were looking for cues that indicate service and product quality (Bitner, 1992), 

and more.  

The aforementioned introduction of UPC’s in the 1970’s allowed for significantly improved tracking 

of inventory, which changed how retailers planned their stocking and research based marketing – and 

this made a significant number of stores greatly increase the quantity of products they kept in their 

stores; for some retail segments, the typical increase was close to triple the amount (Ellickson, 2011). 

This new system for managing stock and analyzing sales, allowed sales managers and market analysts 

to make even more educated landscaping and store design decisions than before, and thus further 

increase profits and improve the customer experience.  
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As mentioned in the payment section, the recent years have seen the rise of self-service check-outs, 

something that has changed the landscape of the stores entirely. Stores that have adopted self-service 

checkout points have typically reduced the number of cashiers that are operated by employees, and 

instead they have one or two employees who are solely controlling and aiding customers who are 

using the self-checkout. These self-checkouts have proven to positively impact the user perception of 

service quality (Fernandes & Pedroso, 2017).  

 

The introduction of machine learning has allowed for extremely advanced data and video analysis for 

market research, providing even more valuable and in-depth insight for store- and sales managers 

than before. This type of video and data analysis includes analysis of where and how customers move 

and behave in the store, which products they interact with, and how they perceive said products based 

on facial expressions and physical interaction (NEC for Bloomberg 2017.) and more. This new data 

provides better insights into which marketing campaigns have a positive or negative impact on which 

product, and on how store and employee performance can be optimized.  

The more recent additions to payment methods and other holistic artificial intelligence based 

solutions such as Just Walk Out technology, facilitate a more streamlined shopping experience design 

where the customer ideally spends little to no time in a queue when he or she is about to pay for the 

goods. This new change further impacts store landscaping as it inevitably means that cashiers, in 

many retailing branches, are becoming more and more obsolete (Grewal et al., 2017). Customers  are 

spending less time when exiting the store, and thus the layout needs to be more oriented toward the 

point of entry, grabbing the customer’s attention, and the time the customer spends inside the store 

prior to checking out.  

 

2.3.4 Sales	Interaction	

We define the sales interaction as the explicit and direct communication and exchange of information 

that takes place between the customer and the company during the customer journey. The first type 

of sales interaction in a retail context was the simple and direct communication between store clerk 

and the employee in the before mentioned colonial stores. The entirety of the communication took 

place across a store desk, with the customer requesting specific items, and the clerk providing those 

items. As the retail environment changed drastically in the early 1910’s, and stores started carrying 
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significantly wider selections of products, the sales interaction distinguished by an increased 

autonomy on the customer’s behalf; customers would stroll around the store without assistance, find 

the products they wanted by themselves, and then bring their basket or bag to the cashier. Stores with 

products that require a higher degree of involvement (or encouragement), e.g. luxury clothing stores 

or car dealerships, have typically seen a higher number of in-store sales representatives, whereas 

those with a lower degree of involvement, such as grocery stores, typically have floor employees 

whose primary task is keeping the store clean and the shelves stocked. Because of the 

commoditization of the goods within these stores that typically have a lower degree of involvement, 

the training and knowledge on the employee’s behalf doesn’t need to be as high.  

 

The current retail store design has been the norm in retail for almost 100 years, and is now slowly 

beginning to change toward a more streamlined and unaided interaction, as the former only necessary 

point of interaction; the checkout, is being replaced with self-service or completely automated 

payment methods. The purpose of the sales interaction is shifting toward having the primary purpose 

of giving the customer assistance in finding the right product, and upselling. The upselling portion of 

this task is somewhat reliant on having an arena where the customer and store employee can interact 

without interruption (Mani, Kesavan, & Swaminathan, 2015). This suggests that in businesses where 

the product typically requires an effort from a sales employee in order to finalise the sale, or upsell, 

maintaining the cashier and till area can be a useful tool for giving room for that interaction. Studies 

have shown that many retail stores are systematically understaffed in peak hours, and not being 

understaffed would greatly increase sales and profit (Mani et al., 2015). This further suggests that 

although sales managers may replace their cashiers with self-serviced checkout points, maintaining a 

certain level of in-store staff may be necessary.  

In online retail, the case seems to be similar. The customer usually conducts the entirety of the 

purchasing process by him- or herself, and the customer support primarily comes to aid whenever 

technical or practical issues occur. In the online context, an increasing portion of the research that 

consumers do is based on the feedback of others (Hennig-Thurau & Walsh, 2003), which is becoming 

more and more available on retailers own websites as well as third party sites such as Trustpilot.  

 

Parallel to online stores taking bigger and bigger share of market in retail (eMarketer & Statista 

2017.), the retail industry is seeing a trend in which online retailers are moving back to having 
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physical locations as additions to their online stores, or taking an omnichannel approach, as online-

offline integration has proven to provide a competitive advantage (Picot-Coupey, Huré, & Piveteau, 

2009). This is also referred to as going from clicks to bricks, and is done much in order to be able to 

provide personal sales interaction and service, and to offer tangibility; both of which are important 

factors in increasing customer trust (Hoffman et al., 1999).  

 

The first application of artificially intelligent interactions in physical sales settings was in 2010, when 

Japanese telecom operator SoftBank partnered with Taiwanese robotics manufacturer Foxconn to 

build Pepper the robot (Wu 2018). French supermarket chain Carrefour was one of the first companies 

to introduce the robot to their stores. At the time of implementation, the primary purpose of using the 

robot was to get to know customers better, see how they interact with Pepper as an early indicator to 

how customers react to robots in a retail setting – and especially children, who are even more likely 

to grow into seeing robots and AI as a part of their daily life (Wu 2018).  

 

The evolution and modernization of retail is strongly driven by new technologies and tools that 

disrupt and change the way retailers plan and provide their stores, and how consumers go through the 

customer journey (Hopping, 2000). 

 

Beacon technology is a low-cost sensor that connects to customer devices via Bluetooth. It can 

broadcast information directly to the user’s phone, providing personalized offerings or messages to 

the customer when he or she is nearby the beacon (Singh 2017).  

 

As the problem formulation will go deeper into, retailers must pay close attention to innovations in 

technology in order to reap the benefits of new solutions and helpful tools. Retailers typically don’t 

adapt new technologies until they have proven themselves to be efficient and helpful in improving 

the customer experience of providing a financial benefit. Daring to be the first mover in this matter 

can be highly advantageous.  

 

The general tendency of retail innovation has been solutions that allow fewer and fewer employees 

to support and control more and bigger stores, with steadily increasing numbers of products in them 

(for many, but not all retail sectors). Technology advances in supply chain management have given 

back office workers and management better overview of the product supply, thus providing 
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opportunity to plan further ahead in a more structured and well-educated manner. The logistic 

accuracy in terms of ordered quantities and time of delivery estimations has also been improved by 

innovations in UPC’s, tracking and perhaps most importantly the Internet of Things. These 

innovations have contributed to more effective and reliable payment solutions, shipping and delivery 

options, and information flow systems surrounding these processes.  

 

2.3.5 Artificial	Intelligence	and	Cognitive	Computing	-	What	the	future	may	hold	

The primary purpose of this thesis is to better understand which new retail technologies might affect 

the customer experience by impacting customer journey touchpoints, and how they will impact them. 

Academic research is scarce on this topic; however, a multitude of business journals discuss the topic 

frequently. Bloomberg has been an active source of information and discussion on topics related to 

new retail technologies. One of the world’s biggest tech development companies, NEC, suggests that 

the retail experience of the future will be vastly different from the one we know today (NEC for 

Bloomberg 2017), as artificial intelligence will be able to automate and analyse significanly bigger 

portions of the shopping process in offline environments.  

 

2.3.6 Evolution	and	applications	of	Cognitive	Computing	and	AI		

Conventional computing systems are based on mathematical principles that emanate from the 1940’s, 

using programming based on rules and logic to derive mathematically precise answers following a 

decision-tree approach to find the right answer (Shostak, 2016). One issue that emerges over time is 

that these decision-tree approaches can fail to keep up with the wealth of new information provided 

by big data, and that needs for more complex decision-making processes grow larger. Cognitive 

computing systems can unlock insights trapped away in huge volumes of data, based on basic rules 

of filtration provided by the moderators. When these huge sources of data are uploaded to the 

cognitive computing systems, the systems go through similar processes to the four steps of analysis 

that humans do, but at a much higher speed (IBM 2017). They first observe the data set, then interpret 

it in order to create a hypothesis about what the information means, then evaluate which hypothesis 

is right or wrong, before finally deciding which options seems best. This cognitive analysis is 

significantly more flexible than the ”if-then”-rules of conventional computing, because the cognitive 

systems can ”understand” which answer is the better fit for the matter in question, rather than knowing 

a fixed answer to a specific combination of information. The fact that cognitive computing systems 
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can comprehend unstructured data and natural language is what makes a very big difference for the 

applications in a retail setting, opposed to conventional systems.  

 

Daniel Faggella is one of several writers who have predicted (Faggella 2018.) several suggestions of 

how artificial intelligence may alter and impact the retail industry in the near future. He suggests that 

AI may have sales and CRM applications, automated conversation processes and customer 

recommendations, as well as applications in manufacturing, logistics, delivery and payment.  

 

Pepper, the robot mentioned as the first to be implemented in a real retail setting, is a brilliant example 

of how Faggella’s cases may become a widespread reality. Pepper has the ability to perceive human 

emotion and interact with customers (Guizzo 2014). Pepper was designed to be a joyful companion 

in the customer’s home, and he was the first full-scale humanoid to be offered to customers to have 

at home. While Pepper’s physical capabilities are limited to spinning around, moving his arms and 

dancing, he has a lot of social intelligence and ability under his white shell. Foxconn have named the 

feature that allows him to perceive human emotions and moods the emotion engine – software that 

reads the customer’s facial expression, and attempts to deduct how the customer is feeling and 

responding during an interaction. Robots that can understand human emotion and interact and react 

accordingly may very well be a cost-efficient and user-friendly option to human employees in retail 

stores in the future. Robot interconnectivity with IoT and company databases allow for instantly 

updated information regarding product availability and recommendations, which can be used in sales 

interaction with customers. Pepper has been a very popular tool in SoftBank’s mobile stores in Japan. 

While his practical tasks in-store are currently limited to joyfully greeting customers and working as 

a sales and customer service representative, the implentation yielded boosts to store interest and sales 

(Glaser 2017.). In the short term, this might be an oddity effect because people haven’t seen an 

interactive and intelligent robot in-store before, but the sales and customer service applications might 

still be viable in the long run.  

 

Artificial intelligence does not necessarily have to be implemented into (small) human-sized robots; 

it has proven itself to be helpful on in-store screens and displays – or more typically, on retailers’ 

webpages.  
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There is an online trend in e-Commerce retailers in using machine learning tools to teach their data 

systems how to provide the customer with tailored product recommendations, which can closer 

resemble the help provided in a physical retail setting. For instance, IBM Watson Cognitive 

Computing assists companies like The North Face (Sanz 2017.) in helping their consumers determine 

which jacket is best for them, based on questions related to their purchase. These questions can be as 

simple as geographical location and gender, and which conditions they will typically use the jacket 

in. The purpose is to obtain an increasingly higher number of sales history patterns, and learning 

which recommendations typically result in a sale or upsale and further use these patterns to improve 

the AI sales engine, and eventually improve conversion rates.  

 

 

2.4 UNDERSTANDING	NEW	RETAIL	TECHNOLOGY	THROUGH	CUSTOMER	EXPERIENCE	AND	

CUSTOMER	JOURNEY	

The thesis will now move from providing a background of literature and explaining which new retail 

technologies are seen as relevant, to clarifying how these particular technologies can be connected to 

the customer experience and customer journey concepts in the near future.  

In order to fine-tune and optimize the service offered to provide a positive customer experience, it is 

vital for companies to understand which of these innovative and new retail technologies impact the 

customer journey touchpoints, and how. Academic research is scarce on this topic; however, a 

multitude of business journals discuss the topic frequently. Being deliberate in source criticism and 

in filtering which sources to take into account is crucial. Moving forward, the authors are aware that 

these sources are not equal to academic literature – but they are believed to be the best sources of 

information available at the moment.  

 

Technology is evolving explosively fast. Every year, the same amount of data is processed as all years 

up until that year combined (Kumar 2017). Technological advances are being made in all areas just 

as fast – and perhaps particularly in AI and robotics, which has gone from producing robots that can 

barely pick up boxes, to robots that can do backflips while picking up bags in just a few years. 

Bloomberg has been an active source of new articles on connecting new retail technology to the 

customer journey and -experience, and NEC, in article on Bloomberg’s webpage – based on their 

own technology and assumptions – suggest that the retail experience of the future will be very 
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different from the one we are used to seeing in-store today (Nec for Bloomberg 2017). Daniel 

Faggella is one of several writers who have predicted (Faggella 2018) several examples for how new 

technology might change and impact the retail industry in the near future. Luis-Perez Breva of the 

MIT Innovation Program (Breva 2018.), has taken a more critical approach to how AI and new retail 

technology is viewed and commonly discussed; he suggests that AI is significantly overrated as a 

standalone tool, and that customer psychology needs to be paired very thoughtfully with the 

information collected by AI in order to gain an as thorough and accurate understanding as possible.  

 

3 PHILOSPHY OF SCIENCE AND METHODOLOGY  
The previous chapters have provided a theoretical background, framework and reasoning for the 

research model. In this chapter, the specific design that has been chosen will be described, as well as 

the aim of the research. In order to fill the knowledge gap that has been suggested in the problem 

definition and research question,  the philosophy of science blocks of our research will first be mapped 

out; research paradigm, ontology, epistemology and hermeneutics (Hay, 2002). Then, the choice of 

methodology, and which methods have utilised will be explained.  

 

3.1 Research Paradigm 

A social constructivism paradigm is employed in this thesis. This paradigm suggests that the reality 

and our knowledge of the reality, surrounding new retail technologies and how they affect the 

customer experience, are social constructions that are being continually accomplished by social actors 

(Bryman, 2012, p. 689). The social constructivism paradigm further suggests that knowledge doesn’t 

exist in a state awaiting discovery – in explicit and final form – but as it is constructed by us through 

interaction with the world (Morcol, 2001). This entails that all truths we come across are socially 

conditioned by our surroundings and the viewer, and that they are constructed as individually 

perceived subjective truths. We are all shaped into behaving the way we do and having the 

perspectives that we do through the experiences and interactions’ impact on us (Bryman, 2012).  
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3.2 Ontology 

What’s out there to know? Ontology is usually referred to as the theory of being or as Tom Gruber 

defined it; the ”formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993, p. 199). 

Within ontology, one usually distinguishes between objectivism and subjectivism. Within a social 

constructivist paradigm, this thesis finds itself in the latter; a subjectivist ontology. This is defined by 

how social phonemena are created through perception and the actions of other social actors.   

 

3.3 Epistemology 

What can we know about our research, and how? Epistemology is viewed as the study, theory and 

justification of knowledge, and how we make it (Carter & Little, 2007). As social constructivism 

accepts that there is an objective reality, it is oriented around the construction and understanding of 

knowledge. This point in particular somewhat blurs out the lines between ontology and epistemology 

in the context of social constructivism (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). In other words, the relative truth will 

depend on the person who sees and understands it in his or her own way. According to epistemology 

there are three ways of obtaining knowledge (Bryman 2012) positivism, realism and interpretivism. 

The positivist approach tends to prefer quantitative methods, questionnaires and official statistics as 

well as structured interviews because they have good reliability and representativeness. The 

interpretivist approach is prepared to sacrifice reliability and representativeness for greater validity. 

The interpretivist leans toward qualitative methods such as participant observation and unstructured 

interviews. The realist approach can be divided into direct realism, which portrays the world through 

the individual’s human senses, and critical realism, which argues that sensations and images of the 

world as we see it can be deceptive and that these sensations don’t always give an accurate image of 

the real world (Bryman 2012).   

 

3.3.1 Hermeneutics  

Based on social constructivism, the knowledge and suggested truth that we will present is presented 

in this study is based upon the constructed perspective from which reality is observed. As our point 

of view in this sense might not be shared by someone attempting to reproduce our study, they could 

end up with a slightly different outcome – which indicates that the knowledge we produce cannot be 

defined as the definite truth.  
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In our research, we are contributing to social constructivism without being able to take our preexisting 

knowledge out of the equation – and as a consequence, our analysis will be impacted by prior 

experiences and knowledge. Furthermore, epistemology is a part of hermeneutics (Rockmore, 1997) 

and it is important to be aware of our own pre-existing conceptions in order to interpret and better 

understand our own data collection and research process.  

After establishing the philosophy of science for the research, the nature of the methodology will now 

be explained; which methods and sources are selected for the data collection and how said collection 

was conducted.  

The research is a descriptive statistical study with a mixed research design. As the research question 

poses, the goal is to understand and describe how new retail technologies can affect the customer 

experience. As the customer experience is a matter of individual cognitive, emotional, behavioural, 

sensorial and social responses to the firm’s offering, some of the research will be qualitative in order 

to dig deep into the customer’s mind and understand underlying causes. At the same time, it is the 

aim to investigate different technologies and identify which ones appear to trigger emotion and 

behaviour and affect customer experience. Thus, research that to some extent allows for comparison 

of the different technologies’ impact on the customer’s perception must be facilitated.  

 

3.3.2 Mixed Methods 

The social constructivist approach suggests that there is no objective truth – only relative constructs 

of society and the individual’s perceptions. Regarding the data collection methods, social science has 

shifted toward being less of a choice, and more of a question of how to balance both qualitative and 

quantitative methods. The ideal combination makes use of the best sides of each method (Mackenzie 

& Knipe, 2006). Contrary to former belief, there is not necessarily any conflict between or exclusive 

mutuality between the two. Many definitions have been given to research conducted with both 

qualitative and quantitative data collection methods, but the terminology Mixed Methods design will 

be used as the study moves forward.  

 

In order to unveil various perspectives and their underlying causes and explanations as accurately as 

possible, a mixed methods design is employed. This design allows for triangulation of the results, and 

cross-checking the outcome. The mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods can be great 
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additions to enrich and increase the validity of the collected data. By utilising mixed methods, it is 

attempted to lift the study beyond what would be possible when using either quantitative or qualitative 

data collection individually.  

A quantitative method – a survey – is used in order to be able to obtain a bigger amount of responses 

in a shorter amount of time. Using quantitative methods is typical in research where the topic has 

already been extensively investigated. By narrowing down the amount of options for the respondents, 

responses can be divided to easily identify trends to be used in descriptive statistics. Respondents 

were left with the option of adding a qualitative response; an open answer, to each question. This was 

an open alternative aimed at allowing respondents to give an even clearer explanation to their choices.  

A qualitative method, the semi-structured interview, was also added to the research with the purpose 

of further investigating some of the trends and new questions that arose during the analysis of the 

survey, as well as to increase the validity of the findings. Other qualitative methods could have been 

utilised; ethnography, focus groups or participant observation, but it was found that semi-structured 

qualitative interviews provided the opportunity to ask a specific set of questions while also being able 

to adapt to the interviewee’s responses and dig deeper whenever the respondent had a response that 

gave some form of new insight. The semi-structured interview guide allows for previous theories and 

ideas to be confirmed or rejected, but also for making new learnings. The conversation has “the 

purpose of obtaining descriptions of the life world of the interviewee in order to interpret the meaning 

of the described phenomena” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2008, p. 3). The further purpose of the interviews 

was to further clarify what was researched in the survey.  

 

3.4 Data Collection 

As qualitative data is word-based and typically requires a greater amount of time to collect for each 

question, it typically also has a smaller pool of respondents. In the case of this thesis, the qualitative 

data collection was conducted to a respondent pool equal to 1/4th of the quantitative response pool. 

 

3.4.1 Survey 

After comparing several survey design tools, a decision was made to use Enalyzer, a popular survey 

design website. Enalyzer allowed for designing the layout and options as wanted. The survey 

consisted of 9 questions (Appendix 2), of which two were segmentation questions (gender and age). 
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Five of the questions were closed-ended multiple choice matrixes aimed to provide better 

understanding of respondent sentiments and/or emotions and intentions regarding the research topic. 

The remaining two questions mapped former experience with AI/robots and the respondents’ future 

intentions of potentially going to stores with AI and robots as a part of the service offering.  

The survey, which was the first part of the research, was conducted using Google AdWords to collect 

respondents. This was because of the broad nature of the segmentation. A sizeable pool of 

respondents was required within a relatively short timeframe, and thus a platform that allowed for 

reaching out to a broad pool of respondents quickly was chosen. The AdWords campaign was set to 

target users who searched with keywords related to digital innovation and technologies within the 

retail industry, which allowed for targeting respondents with an interest for the topic, or respondents 

searching for phrases related to these new technologies.  

The survey was designed to be anonymous, so there would be a smaller risk of respondents dropping 

out because they didn’t want to be identified. Because the topic in question is subject to continuous 

innovation, and most of the technologies that are investigated, aren’t available in most retail stores 

yet, some explanatory information had to be provided in order to ensure that the respondents fully 

understood what the questions were about. In these informative sections, a balance of providing 

enough information for the respondents to understand the questions, had to be made against 

attempting to avoid explaining the purpose of the survey itself. This could make respondents sensitive 

to testing, and make them provide other answers than what they would have otherwise.   

 

The survey data collection generated 6.916 Google impressions, 335 clicks, and provided a total of 

101 complete responses. The respondents age ranged from 10 to 76 years, and the gender distribution 

was 50 women and 51 men.  

Figure 1 below shows the distribution of survey respondents divided by age.  
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Appendix 2 – Age Distribution of Survey Respondents  

 

3.4.2 Semi-structured Interview 

Some of the trends and findings identified in the survey responses left the researchers with a desire 

to do more research – not only to investigate the findings further, but also to increase the validity of 

the survey.  Therefore, a semi-structured interview was formulated as a tool to fulfil the purpose. 

Interviews can be particularly effective when wanting to dig deeper into understanding the 

respondents’ lives and experiences, as well as their perceptions and opinion regarding the topic in 

question. The interview consisted of five questions, all of them introduced by a contextualization of 

the topic; the investigation aimed to provide knowledge about what people thought the retail industry 

may introduce within the near future, what the needs of these consumers were, whether they would 

like to interact with the new technologies, and what knowledge they possessed regarding digital 

personal assistants. The semi-structured interview was submitted to a pool of international 

respondents from the area of Copenhagen (Denmark), nearby a shopping centre. Group interviews 

were conducted, and the range of respondents was from 1 to 3 per interview. This way, the researchers 

were able to create a natural flow of conversation in each interview, producing a large amount of 

qualitative data. The qualitative data collection consisted of 26 respondents, divided into 17 

interviews. The demographic distribution of respondents was 13 males between 21 and 74 years, and 
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13 females between 23 and 71 years. The interviews, as well as the survey, were kept anonymous to 

let the respondents answer as freely as possible, without any concern of personal identification.  

 

4 ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction	

Previous studies on the topic of digital evolution in retail have, among other things, examined the 

cannibalism and cross-elasticity effects of adding an offline retail location to an online retail setting 

(Pauwels & Neslin, 2015). This study is focused upon the effects new retail technologies have on the 

customer experience. This is a particularly important topic at the time of writing, because the 

competition between retailers is intensifying and threatened by online alternatives. New technologies 

can define the customer experience of the future, and thus the end goal of this analysis is to provide 

an improved understanding of which technologies can or cannot be helpful in what way and in what 

setting.  

Based on the literature review and conceptual framework, a set of consumer goals and needs in 

conjunction with retail store capabilities as well as the capabilities of new retail technologies have 

been outlined. These goals cover the most relevant goals that consumers have when going through a 

shopping experience in retail stores. The capabilities retail stores have to meet these goals and needs 

have been mapped out, as well as how new retail technologies’ capabilities can address the same 

needs and goals.  

 

Consumer Shopping Goal Retail Store Capabilities 
New Retail Technology 

Capabilities 

To pay in the most convenient 

way 

Can pay with cash, credit card 

and mobile apps; 

Just walk out technology; 

Can pay with cash, credit card, 

mobile apps and identity based 

solutions; 
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To shop conveniently and 

efficiently 

Personnel operated cashiers; 

Self-service checkouts; 

Self-service product scanners; 

Just walk out technology 

App based self-service product 

scanning; 

To shop with minimal physical 

effort 
Home delivery; 

Just walk out technology; 

Retail stores designed for 

providing home delivery; 

To always find the right item 
Supply planning based on 

historical sales data; 

Projection based AI powered 

logistics platform for supply 

and logistics; 

To find the right items easily in 

the store 

Store maps and interactive 

screens with search functions; 

Store layouts that guide the 

customer; 

Interactive screen with search 

functions; 

Robot (AI unit) store assistants; 

To shop with confidence 

Interactive screens with product 

information; 

Item labelling and product 

information on shelves/posters; 

Interactive information systems 

with beacon technology; 

Transparency; 

Shopping carts with updated 

pricing; 

Price awareness Self-service product scanning 

IoT automatically updated price 

signs; 

RFID cart updates; 

Camera tracking cart updates; 

 

Human interaction and 

assistance 

Store employees in-store can 

greet and assist 

Robot (AI unit) store assistant 

can communicate and interact 

with customer and assist; 
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Appendix 3 – Consumer Goals and Needs Vs. Retailer Capabilities 

 
	

4.2 Assumptions	

Following the table of consumer goals and retail’s actual and future capabilities, the analysis is made 

on the base of four assumptions, gathered in the table below. Every assumption is designed to address 

a series of specific needs that consumers expect the new technology to solve in the near future. 

The first assumption (A1) is based on the payment revolution introduced by the Just Walk Out 

technology. The introduction of in-store specific movement recognition cameras, will approach and 

perhaps solve consumers’ desire to shop conveniently and efficiently, while reducing the amount of 

physical effort, and allowing consumers to pay in the most time-saving way. 

The second assumption (A2) addresses needs such as a better price awareness as well as an 

improvement of in store operations management, suggesting a trade of personal information in 

exchange of additional value added.  

In the third assumption, (A3) the aim is to understand if technology innovation applied to smart 

interacting screens, could simplify the users’ research of information and reduce the time wasting, 

therefore resulting in more efficient and frictionless touch-points across the journey. 

The fourth and final assumption was divided into two sub-assumptions because of the different impact 

that digital assistant technologies (A4a) and in-store robot introduction (A4b) have on the user’s 

desire to shop with more confidence. It is interesting to discover the cause and effect of the systems, 

using the same artificial intelligence features, on different consumers when the interaction happens 

through a simple electronic device or a robot shaped like a human being. 

 

Assumption 1 Cashier-less technologies such as Just Walk Out will increase the transaction 

frequency in physical retail stores 

Assumption 2 Consumers will be willing to share personal information and be surveilled in 

exchange for access to solutions that effectivise their time spent in retail stores 
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Assumption 3 Interactive in-store technologies that provide useful information at the right time 

can improve the seamlessness of the customer experience. 

Assumption 4a Digital personal assistants will simplify the shopping experience in the future. 

Assumption 4b Robots will partially replace human employees in retail stores in the future 

Appendix 4 – Table of Assumptions 

 

To provide the assumptions with a full understanding of the consumer trends, a survey was developed, 

and secondly, findings from the survey were mixed with a series of semi-structured interviews to 

strengthen the validity of the results, as well as further investigate some of the tendencies seen in the 

survey.  As the survey and interviews are independent and do not rely on each other’s results, findings 

from both data collections will be used interchangeably in the analysis.  

 

4.2.1 Assumption	1	

Cashier-less technologies such as Just Walk Out will increase the transaction frequency in 

physical retail stores.  

This assumption is constructed on the grounds that the payment process of retail shopping is part of 

the value creation process. More specifically, retail technologies that provide a cashier-less solution 

to brick-and-mortar stores will allow for a higher number of customers to use the store within the 

same time frame, and that consumers will utilize this opportunity to go to these stores more often. 

According to the consumer perspective (Christiansen et al., 2010), the company must consider the 

consumer as the center of its strategy. Value is created when the customer perceives benefits from a 

new product that solves his or her need in a more efficient way than the predeceasing solution 

(Rindova & Petkova, 2007). So, in order for a new solution to be considered a success in this regard, 

it must provide new benefits in the eyes of the consumer.  

Just Walk Out Technology and similar solutions are based on that users log in with a pre-registered 

account upon store entry, and sensors and video cameras in the store surveil and register which items 

the consumer takes off the shelf. They completely remove what has been considered a cornerstone in 

the typical customer journey design of retail landscape; the cashier. By replacing the traditional 
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check-out area with gates that register the user exiting the store, customer perception of the value 

provided might differ.  

Several indicators hint toward that technology that reduce the amount of time spent at the cashier or 

waiting in line to pay, can have an impact on customer satisfaction as well as how frequently, and at 

what times, consumers are willing to shop in a physical retail store. Waiting in line, and the 

uncertainty of not knowing how long the wait will be, is inevitably connected with anger and 

associated feelings of annoyance, frustration and being irritated (Taylor, 1994). There is 

unquestionably a strong correlation between time spent waiting in line and negativity in perceived 

service quality. Some studies even suggest that if consumers leave a store because of queues the first 

time they are there, they are unlikely to ever return (Davis, Heineke, & Davis, 1998). With this in 

mind, it can be said that people want to shop conveniently in efficient and user-friendly surroundings, 

where expecting long waiting time at the check-out area or other obstacles make them hesitant to 

enter, or even make them go to a different store. Various aspects of cashier-less technologies such as 

Just Walk Out propose a seamless, more streamlined user experience in the store than what the layout 

that most retailers utilize today can provide. Consumers can go through the entire process of entering 

the store, selecting which items to purchase, and checking out, without necessarily having to interact 

with any store employees.  

 

I prefer as little interference as possible when I shop.  

(Survey respondent 90. Female, Age 70) 

I think self-checkouts are still too slow and have some problems. I would like to see 

improvements in payment checkout methods.  

(Survey respondent 26. Female, Age 50)   

When consumers do not rely on waiting for the cashier to scan their items and process their payment, 

the consumers also won’t have to wait for other customers to finish that same process in order for the 

cashier to become available to help them. When the check-out is without queues, the customer would 

be allowed to go through the store completely at their own pace, and without being slowed down by 

how many other customers are in the store simultaneously. Cashier-less technologies are tailored to 

the big trend of tech transformation and creating experiences that give consumers control and 

convenience when shopping (NEC for Bloomberg 2017). 
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The survey results suggested that almost two-thirds (64.37 %) of consumers shop in offline retail 

stores more than once every week, and 1/3 of consumers do so three times or more every week. The 

before mentioned PwC Global Consumer Insights Study suggests similar numbers; 44 % of 

consumers visit any brick-and-mortar retail stores on a weekly basis (Dahlhoff et al., 2018). In other 

words, consumers are still spending a lot of time in retail stores on a regular basis, and companies 

that are able to adjust their store offering to a customer who visits the store frequently can prosper.  

 

The survey results as well as the following interviews pointed out the obvious; long waiting lines are 

a point of annoyance and frustration when shopping, and especially in convenience and grocery 

stores, where store visit frequencies are typically the highest. In these stores, consumers also want 

several payment options.  

 

I don’t like long queues in shops.  

(Survey respondent 99. Female, Age 43) 

Payment solutions like MobilePay, Apple Pay and Fingo – apps or options that increase 

convenience and make things easier.  

(Interview Respondent 7. Male, Age 24)  

 

In other words, the cashier is a touchpoint in the customer journey at which friction may occur in the 

case of long lines or other delays, and where the impact of said friction on the customer experience 

can be strong. In order to build and strengthen brand preference, touch points should positively impact 

the customer experience (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016) – and thus reduce the risk of negative experiences 

such as waiting in line. 

This assumption was strengthened further by the interviews. In 13 out of 17 interviews, frustration 

with long lines was mentioned as unaided responses to what the respondents hoped to see improve in 

retail stores in the upcoming years. While some respondents specifically referred to self-service 

checkouts and the problems posed by them or employee managed cashiers, the general trend was that 
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the checkouts ideally should have a higher degree of self-service and that the checkouts needed to be 

technically improved to be easier to use, have fewer errors and process customers faster. 

 

I’d like them to improve the self-service checkouts. In Netto there’s usually some trouble in 

the cashier that makes things go slowly. (…) More convenience and more self-service in 

general would be nice.  

(Interview Respondent 6. Male, Age 25)  

I would also guess that self-service solutions will be one of the new additions. Anything self-

service-wise where you can somehow move the tasks to yourself.  

(Interview Respondent 12. Male, Age 23) 

 

While retailers that employ a landscape with a human operated cashier may have higher contact with 

their customers in the customer journey, cashier-less technologies can compensate by using the 

workforce who were previously seated in the cashier, as in-store floor workers or in other needed 

areas. This allows the retailer to use the same or a smaller workforce whilst focusing on keeping 

shelves stocked and being available for questions and inquiries on the “floor”.  

 

 I also hope they can find some technology for getting items from the storage to the store 

automatically when needed, so the employees have more time to give assistance to customers.  

(Respondent 23. Male, Age 74) 

 

In the third section of the survey, the ramifications of how a typical cashier-less store layout was 

explained, as well as how it can work. This explanation was made since the current amount of 

available completely cashier-less stores is still very low – particularly outside the U.S., thus the 

expected knowledge and typical consumer familiarity regarding this topic is rather low. After 

clarifying the idea and how it could work, the functions were divided into specific scenarios for 

respondents to provide their reaction to, using a fixed selection of sentiments.  

One of the most interesting takeaways from the survey was that 86.2 % of respondents described joy 

or surprise as their emotion when faced with the scenario of being in a store without queues, where 
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items are taken off the shelf, put into the consumer’s own bags, and walk out without having to stop 

at the cashier. In grocery and convenience stores, consumers may typically purchase known brands 

in a familiar environment. In order to appeal to the inner feelings and emotions of customers, affective 

experiences should induce strong emotions of joy and pride (Schmitt, 1999a). The same number of 

respondents also used joy or surprise as the most closely related emotional reactions to not having to 

scan their items before putting them into their carts. 

 

Open-ended responses pointed out how this technology would allow consumers to not have to worry 

about the time of day at which they go shopping, and that they enjoyed the idea of being able to 

effortlessly go shopping even at peak hours, because the queues – which typically appear to be the 

biggest concern – wouldn’t be a factor.  

 

I hope they can use these technologies to improve the time I spend in the store – less time at 

checkout (…) I would like to shop also in weekends when there are many people out, without 

having to wait in line.  

(Respondent 23. Male, Age 68) 

It would be nice that I could shop at typical peak hours without there being a queue anyway. 

(Respondent 24. Female, Age 67) 

 

Finally, more than half - 58.4 %, to be precise - of the survey respondents agreed to some extent that 

they would shop more often in a store with no queues and just walk out technology.  

 

While these findings implicate that implementing cashier-less store technologies can increase the 

number of transactions, the interviews suggest that this type of technology might not be a universal 

solution to increasing transaction frequency. While some respondents pointed out that they simply 

wanted to get out of the store as fast as possible, others proposed that the cashier is an important 

interaction point for obtaining information about the product. This is supported in consumption 

experience, where social relations are said to shape the experience of consuming (Carù & Cova, 

2003).  
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“When going to the checkout, it’s so annoying when there’s a long line and the cashier is 

slow – you just want to go out with your one Fanta, but the person in front of you has like 20 

items. Self-serviced checkout gives you the freedom to get out quicker”  

(Interview Respondent 2. Female, Age 23) 

The convenience and lack of queues is nice. I don’t think it would work in all stores, because 

you often have higher involvement questions or things to solve in the cashier that need 

answering.”  

(Interview Respondent 15. Female, Age 37)  

 

While the majority (15 out of 26) of the interview respondents expressed positive or neutral attitudes 

toward cashier-less solutions, there was a trend in that the older interview respondents were worried 

about the human interaction at the cashier disappearing, and that they valued this interaction so much 

that they wouldn’t mind having to wait in line.  

 

I don’t like the idea of that there is just a self-checkout or no cashiers, because I think the 

cashier is a good way to check that you brought all the right items and to make sure the 

total price is the same as you expected that it would be.  

(Interview Respondent 21. Female, Age 71) 

“If it was a convenience store or grocery store then I wouldn’t mind (trying it), because it 

increases convenience. Anything to make it more efficient. But in an electronics store or 

similar then I want to talk to someone who has expertise, and get help with deciding which 

item suits my needs. If its lower involvement, I want a high degree of self-service. If it’s 

higher involvement, (…) then I won’t care if I have to wait in line after finding the right 

item.”  

(Interview Respondent 11. Male, Age 21) 
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In the second quote, the respondent refers to his own degree of involvement. Increased involvement 

creates immersion into the purchase, which is characterized by complete involvement into the present 

(Hansen & Mossberg, 2013). 

 

All in all, the improvements that the cashier-less technologies provide can provide a tailored 

experience to the consumer’s needs, thus strengthening the organization’s customer engagement and 

competitive advantage (Carbone & Haeckel, 1994).  

 

By blueprinting the service delivery in retail stores, it becomes apparent that there are few touchpoints 

and items of physical evidence in the retail store customer journey, other than the items the consumer 

purchases for themselves. Having fewer points of interaction and a higher degree of self-service and 

automation generally reduces the risk of errors and critical incidents. By reducing the current 

interaction at the cashier, the consumer has one less interaction that he or she relies on to go smoothly 

in order to get a smooth service delivery.  

 

Cashier-less technologies require the user to be pre-registered in order to use the store. Even 20 years 

ago, it was suggested that retail stores of the future would require users to register or even pay a 

premium in order to access the store (J. Pine & Gilmore, 1998). While the solutions currently on the 

market do not require users to pay in order to use the store, they require information from the 

consumer in order to be used, thus we can say that Pine and Gilmore made their predictions 

accurately. When the company requires an effort from the consumer prior to providing the service or 

product, it is important that the company delivers afterwards (J. Pine & Gilmore, 1998). 

 

The data suggests that users are inclined to use cashier-less technologies as long as they are 

convenient and accessible. If the cashier-less technologies allow for a smoother service delivery, a 

more positive service quality and brand image evaluation will occur. This may further influence 

customer loyalty (Bitner, 1992, p. 80).  
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Conclusion Assumption 1: 

The analysis of our first assumption found that in low-involvement, high-frequency retail settings, 

such as grocery- and convenience stores, cashier-less technologies can improve the customer 

experience by removing friction from having to wait in line. This aids in creating a perception of 

cashier-less stores as the best option. The technology allows retailers to restructure their workforce, 

thus potentially improving service delivery.  

In sum, considering the expected capabilities, opportunities in improving the customer experience at 

the check-out in particular, and how the respondents pointed out what they thought to be the most 

positive aspects of these technologies, it is strongly believed that consumers will shop more 

frequently in stores that implement cashier-less technologies.   

The assumption is therefore accepted as true.  

 

This opens for an investigation of how the trade-off between personal information and service 

delivery affects customer mentality in a retail context. Therefore, to consider the influence that 

personal information exchange has on the purchasing behavior, the respondents were asked what their 

thoughts were regarding having to give up privacy in exchange for increased convenience.  

 

4.2.2 Assumption	2	

Consumers will be willing to share personal information and be surveilled in exchange for 

access to solutions that effectivise their time spent in retail stores.  

Consumers have shifted rapidly from paying for goods with cash to card, and now through mobile 

technologies or even their fingerprints. Preregistration of user accounts and providing personal 

information is often a required step when using new technologies such as cashier-less retail stores 

and artificially intelligent store units that provide user specified suggestions. This is a natural 

consequence of how the systems depend on information provided by the user in order to function 

fully and be able to provide tailored information. For instance, Just Walk Out technology, which 

identifies all users as separate entities by tracking them with cameras and sensors after they enter the 

store, relies on that the customer is identified upon entry. Without this identification of every user, 

the cashier-less system wouldn’t work, because the artificially intelligent systems that monitor and 

control the store, wouldn’t know who to charge for the items the customer takes.  
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A total of 63.4 % of the interview respondents expressed Joy as their most fitting emotion for how 

they felt about there not being any queues or cashiers at the check-out, and being able to simply walk 

out. 22,3 % of respondents chose Surprise for this scenario, which, considering how standing in line 

is typically associated with frustration and annoyance, is likely to be a positive kind of surprise. When 

taking Surprise into account, more than 85 % of the respondents would – generally speaking – be 

positive to this type of technology. This element of surprise can be a lever of experiential marketing 

(Carù & Cova, 2003). It is a surprise because a need is unexpectedly being addressed. Other levers 

can be proposing the extraordinary or stimulating the five senses.  

 

I think it’d be weird unless every store had that. It’d be something you got used to over time, 

but it would be a little strange. I would be willing to try it.  

(Interview Respondent 1. Female, Age 23) 

That would be very interesting, yes. I’d try it if it was something I signed up for in advance. I 

think many of these things have some ethical problems. Like we’ve seen Facebook struggling 

with recently. It’s definitely a tradeoff between security and innovation. 

(Interview Respondent 5. Male, Age 23) 

 

At the same time, the survey results showed that consumers have emotions tied to being watched and 

surveilled in-store. 40,6 % of respondents expressed Fear as their immediate emotion tied to being 

tracked by cameras in-store. 20,8 % expressed Anger, 15,8 % expressed Disgust, and 4,95 % 

expressed Sadness – adding up to a total of 82,15 % of respondents connecting a negative sentiment 

to this scenario. The remaining 17,85 % selected either Surprise (9,90 %) or Joy (7,92 %).  

 

Former research suggests (Athey, Catalini, & Tucker, 2017) that consumers may say that they want 

to protect their personal information and privacy, but that when motivation appears – even in the 

simplest of forms, such as that of a free pizza, consumers disconnect from their stated preferences, 

and their behavior stops aligning with their statements. They budge on their principles in exchange 

for convenience. Even though consumers may initially express frustration and dissatisfaction with 
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losing their privacy, they still do not tend to make choices that protect their privacy – not even small 

ones (Athey et al., 2017). Consumers are more likely to give this information if companies state that 

they will allow consumers to opt out of sharing this information easily, provide comprehensible and 

readable privacy policies and agreements, and provide transparent information regarding how they 

plan on using the customer’s data (Pingitore, Rao, Cavallaro, & Dwivedi, 2017).  

In the interview, a hypothetical question was posed. The respondent was requested to imagine being 

in a store without cashiers which in return was filled with cameras that surveil the user – much similar 

to the design of Amazon Go. It was also investigated whether or not this would be something the 

respondents would like to try in real life. The majority of the respondents in the interviews were 

positively oriented toward this technology, and said they would use it despite having to provide more 

information than usual – and knowing that they would be monitored.   

 

I would want to try it, yes. But after some time, I guess you miss the human interaction; “Do 

you want a receipt?”(…) I think after some time you miss talking to an employee.  (Interview 

Respondent 10. Male, Age 24) 

 I definitely would try it! (Interview Respondent 12. Male, Age 23) 

Sure, that sounds really convenient if you’re in a hurry and you don’t want to spend a lot of 

time. I think it would be great, even if “Big Brother” would be watching you at the 

supermarket. (…) if I liked it then inevitably I would just get used to it and end up using it 

anyway. 

(Interview Respondent 15. Female, Age 22) 

 

Some of the respondents in the interviews were more concerned with the safety of their data, and with 

how they would be watched at all times in the store. All interview respondents over 30 years 

expressed some form of concern regarding being watched or collected data about when in-store. This 

factor of increased skepticism amongst older consumers can be battled by customizing the 

organization’s data-gathering approach individually to different segments. This can battle how 

willingness to share information with companies varies by age (Pingitore et al., 2017). 
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I don’t want someone to be filming everything I do in the store; I want to be relaxed and 

casually enjoy my time there without feeling like someone is creeping over my shoulder!  

(Interview Respondent 21. Female, Age 71).  

I don’t like companies or other people having a lot of information about me, it doesn’t seem 

safe. I don’t understand why someone would film me as I shop, even if it was just to register 

what items I take.  

(Interview Respondent 24. Female, Age 67).  

It sounds nice to shop without queues, but I don’t want someone to record my face and 

especially not analyze it…  

(Survey Respondent 100. Male, Age 53) 

 

While this concern for how companies and other people may have too much information about the 

consumer was raised, some respondents knew they would be monitored a lot, but argued that if the 

store would be the better option in terms of convenience, they would use it anyway.  

 

Somehow, we are already controlled. The stores utilize data from our fidelity cards to analyze 

which items we buy, and when. I would not like to try a shop that monitors my movement or 

facial expressions. I would not feel free to shop the way I prefer.  

(Interview Respondent 26. Female, Age 50) 

 

Consumers may say that they are poised when it comes to protecting their personal information and 

privacy, but when motivation appears – even in the simplest of forms, such as that of a free pizza – 

consumers disconnect from their stated preferences, and their behavior doesn’t align with their 

statements (Athey et al., 2017). They budge on their principles in exchange for convenience. Even 

though consumers may initially express frustration and dissatisfaction with losing their privacy, they 

still do not tend to make choices that protect their privacy – not even small actions (Athey et al., 

2017).  

 

 I don’t want stores to surveil me unless I know they’re not abusing my information.  
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(Survey Respondent 79. Female, Age 27) 

 

Laggards in technology adoption may hesitate to adopt new offerings such as cashier-less 

technologies until they are certain that the technologies are completely safe, and that data breaches 

or misuse will not occur.  

 

(…) They know who you are and what you do. You never know what could happen. But it’s 

like that everywhere. I think I would still use it if my friends did.  

(Interview Respondent 4. Male, Age 21) 

 

On more than one occasion, interview respondents expressed their desire for a store that could provide 

them with the right information at the right time. In a grocery retail store, users seemed to be interested 

in being able to quickly find information that would guide them through the multitude of shelves, and 

thus help them find the right products quickly – with no time wasted. They also expressed the desire 

of product labels and information disclosing a higher amount of product data. For instance, multiple 

respondents wanted more comprehensible and easily available nutritional information for the content 

of the food.   

In other cases, the respondents seemed concerned with optimizing their clothes shopping experience. 

More precisely, they would like to know how to find product alternatives when sizes or colours were 

out of stock, and some of them would want to do that without interacting with any of the shop's 

employees. In online commerce, people would also like to have transparency from the shop’s side, 

so that they could feel at ease, knowing that they could make the best choice for themselves.  

 

Conclusion Assumption 2 

Analyzing the second assumption, it was found that despite being worried about their own privacy 

and the safety of data kept about themselves, consumers will be willing to provide personal 

information and be monitored in exchange for access to technologies that increase their 

convenience and make the retail experience more seamless. Consumers appear to follow and adapt 

to whichever solution is more convenient to them – and according to the responses, their attitude 
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suggest that they will devaluate the importance of their own privacy in return for added value in 

their shopping experience.  

The assumption is therefore accepted as true. 

 

These considerations created the outline for another assumption, which would investigate what 

capabilities interactive in-store technologies will provide, and how they can improve the 

seamlessness of the customer experience.  

 

4.2.3 Assumption	3	

Interactive in-store technologies that provide useful information at the right time can improve 

the seamlessness of the customer experience.  

Giving a shopper a seamless experience through cross-channel integration, has evolved from being a 

strategic advantage for few retailers to competitive necessity for all (Heckmann, Kesteloo, Schmaus, 

& Huisman, 2012). E-commerce, which has grown steadily over the past years is now evolving into 

a tool supporting brick and mortar experiences. More and more customers are no longer looking at 

products offline and purchasing them online at the best price option. Instead, the idea of “ROPO” – 

research online, purchase offline – is re-gaining value. This suggests that shoppers are finding new, 

better ways to shop. Instead of a practical errand, they are seeing shopping increasingly as a sensory 

and social experience (Dahlhoff et al., 2018b).  

 

Stores should give customers the opportunity to both scout online to then buy offline, and 

scout offline to then buy online. 

(Survey respondent 7. Male, Age 25) 

 

Survey data shows that the 37.6 % of the respondents affirm to never research offline to shop online, 

compared to the relatively low 12.9 % that rather do not ever research online to purchase offline. Up 

to 56 % of in-store purchases are influenced by e-commerce and digital presence, which shows that 

consumers are actively researching their purchases in advance to making them (Absolunet 2018). 
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The increased amount of data and relative quality produced and provided by companies seeking to 

compete against their rivals has had an impact on the awareness and eagerness of the consumers, who 

now seek more and more information before proceeding to make their purchases. This phenomenon 

reflects the evolution of the “information processing model”, ‘which regards the consumer as a logical 

thinker to make purchasing decisions’ (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982, p.132). 9 out of 26 of the 

respondents expressed the need for more transparency from bricks and mortar stores, which translates 

into a request for more information on-site. Respondents see technologies as their way to obtain a 

simplified journey and reduced time in understanding how the shop is designed, as it is expressed in 

the following statement. The respondent explained which would be the best benefit he could obtain 

from new technologies. 

 

I think maybe technologies to help you find what you’re looking for in the stores – Like a 

search function.” (Interview Respondent 4. Male, Age 21) 

 

The importance of services growth was previously mentioned as the root of the so-called experiential 

consumption, for which purchasing the “good” is an experience rather than a material object (Carù & 

Cova, 2003). Respondent 4, rather than looking for some product’s attribute, needs a guide through 

his experience. From the information processing perspective, consumer choice is typically 

determined by gathering useful information. In contrast, in the experiential view, the consequences 

of consumption emerge in the feelings and enjoyment that the service offers and the pleasure of self-

achieving that it evokes (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). In the quotation from Respondent 4 above, 

something like a search function can become a significant and unexpected part of the journey for the 

customer. In the traditional marketing view, consumers are seen as rational decision-makers who care 

about the benefits that a product can provide. Again, experiential marketing considers consumers to 

be focused on achieving pleasurable experiences (Schmitt, 1999).  

 

In two of the slightly older interview respondents’ replies, it was found that sensibility must be 

prioritized more greatly by retailers. The benefits the older portion of the respondents look for are 

different, and typically oriented on practical issues in relation to finding product information, as the 

two following statements express.  
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I also hope they find a way to make it easier to find the products you are looking for. I usually 

have to bring a magnifying glass to the store to read the labels, and it would be nice if someone 

could read it to me or I could read the information on a bigger screen.  

(Interview Respondent 22. Male, Age 74) 

I hope they will find a way to make it easier to find items around the shop. Maybe some 

information screens that clearly display what type of items you can find in one aisle. 

(Interview Respondent 23. Male, Age 68) 

 

Smart screen technologies are developed in order to better understand the different needs that 

different customers have. ‘Experiences provide sensory, emotional, cognitive, behavioural, and 

relational values that replace functional values’ (Schmitt, 1999, p.57). Today, customers are aware of 

the benefits that modernity and new technologies can bring, therefore their expectations when it 

comes to solving day-to-day problems increase. As respondents 22 and 23 mention, a big screen could 

potentially be a replacement for having to bring a magnifying glass, and avoid confusion for where 

to find items in-store. Here, the ability of marketers should be focused on generating communication 

that dazzle their senses, and that could be incorporated into their lifestyle (Schmitt, 1999).  

 

Actual capabilities now allow retailers to introduce communication customised to the single 

customer. Beacon technologies that are used to trigger device messages just by walking close to a 

Bluetooth transmitter have shown an ability to influence the value of in-store sales in the United 

States by $4.1 billion in 2015 and 2016 (eMarketer 2018). Combining this technology with a new 

form of customized communication will introduce a new type of interactive screens able to message 

the customer with the exact information he or she is looking for. Instead of using Bluetooth, the 

display could read the IP of the closest user, and personalize the message with the purchase history 

of the associated account. As Holbrook & Hirschman (1982, p. 139) state, it can be very beneficial 

for retailers to improve and develop the information processing approach. Expanding the consumer 

research will bring benefits that have previously been overlooked, typically regarding time budgeting 

when looking for positive experiences, “feelings arising from consumption, and the role of play in 

providing enjoyment and fun”.  
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Maybe something that would make it easier to find your way around when you’re shopping in 

some way. A search function or app – maybe you could for example type “apple” and then it 

would guide you to the place in the store where apples were sold. 

(Interview Respondent 9. Female, Age 24) 

 

Respondent 9, expressing the desire of in-store search functions through an app, is focusing more on 

mobile devices. Different generations achieve higher satisfaction from the vehicle they know better. 

Thus, similar customer journeys may incorporate different values from one consumer to another. As 

Csikszentmihalyi (1997) explains, two dimensions differentiate the types of experience: the skill and 

the challenge. When both are present, a flow experience is achieved. One flow experience could be 

annoying or irritating in the eyes of another customer, as it depends on the individual skills and 

challenges posed by the customer. Nonetheless, flow activities are crucial for achieving higher 

performance of consumption experience (Carù & Cova, 2003). Mobile devices represent an extension 

of the human capabilities. When it comes to the smartphone base shopping experience, 50 % of the 

respondents affirm to use smartphones to complete payment at a brick-and-mortar store, either 

through a customized order in advance, in-store apps, or a mobile payment platform at checkout 

(Dahlhoff et al., 2018).  

 

I would like to see some app that compares different stores and suggests where I could find 

the best sales.  

(Interview Respondent 26. Female, Age 50) 

 

Some researchers explain this difference in device usage with the concept of attentional involvement. 

Theories on immersive experience say that high levels of enjoyment are obtained when attentional 

involvement is also high. The direct effect are high levels of engagement too (Hansen & Mossberg, 

2013). Involvement is also responsible for promoting certain advantages of consumption experience. 

Applications of different resources during the decision-making process may be superior with high-

value products opposed to low-involvement consumer nondurables. Therefore, the context of 
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experiential consumption may be less appropriate for frequently purchased nondurables (Holbrook, 

1997). 

 

Customers value the arousal that consumption provides differently. The focus is directed at the 

product itself, and the benefits its consumption may dispense. Customers search for tools where they 

could get complete overview of all the information without checking multiple sources. 

 

I think I’ve heard about scanners that can give you all the nutritional information from a 

product as well. 

(Interview respondent 15. Female, Age 37) 

 

In other cases, they look for increased product transparency and more information. 

 

For foods; transparency. I would like to see more product information and being able to see 

where the food is from and how many calories are in it. Kind of like in the US. 

(Interview Respondent 10. Male, Age 24) 

 

This strive for transparency could get to an extreme with future capabilities, and solve the 

sophisticated need that interview respondent 15 expressed in the following statement: 

 

I would like something with a more sensory feeling; if I’m buying a piece of meat, then if I 

can smell how it’s going to smell when I cook it, then I would be more excited to buy it. 

Obviously, drop the plastic – but adding some sound and smell would help improve the 

experience for me. But it would have to be something that I pass through, hear, and smell – 

not something that I have to spend more time on. 

(Interview Respondent 15. Female, Age 37) 
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As Carù & Cova, (2003) affirm, the purchase experience derives from a complex of variables like 

packaging, payment, service touchpoints and environment. The value of the consumption experience 

cannot be reduced to the shopping itself, it must be considered with the whole spectrum of emotions 

and sensory feelings involved. ‘The consumer is seen as an individual emotional entity involved in a 

shopping process, in which the multi-sensory, imaginary and emotive aspects in particular, are sought 

after and appreciated.’ (Carù & Cova, 2003, p. 272). 

 

The critique to the whole amount of data and information that companies are providing their 

customers with is the concern that affect one of the respondents: 

 

I am scared because I think my life and choices will be directed and forced without realising 

it. 

(Survey Respondent 61. Female, Age 56) 

 

Instead of being directed or forced, consumers will receive suggestions based on their previous 

experience, as well as based on the search device’s former information exchanges and interactions. 

Machine learning techniques based on natural language processing are equipped devices with 

learning intelligence that allows marketers to supplement smart screens in-store, with different new 

interactive tools.  

 

Conclusion Assumption 3  

Beacon technologies that require the consumer to use his or her mobile phone as an interaction device 

do not sufficiently provide a seamless experience, because consumer perceptions toward the data 

protection provided by retailers are not positive enough. The features provided by such technologies 

may bring benefits in the future, perhaps particularly in high involvement purchases, but they are 

insufficiently developed for implementation for the time being. The technologies must be tailored to 

consumer needs and goals, especially reducing wasted time in-store.  

Due to the lack of functional and social value contribution provided by beacon technologies, 

assumption 3 is rejected.  
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Using Artificial Intelligence to interact with users and predict their responses has allowed the 

conversational skill of personal assistants to increase. They are now able to help shoppers find and 

purchase products online. Therefore, they can help with reducing the amount of time consumers feel 

like they have to spend doing research in physical shops. Virtual assistants are not limited to 

purchasing actions. They can perform standardized tasks like providing real-time updates on stock 

prices, weather forecasts, call someone, send messages, do online research, and play music or even 

control electronic functions like lighting in a smart integrated home.  

These technologies are being introduced more rapidly than most consumers are aware of. Only a 

small portion of all consumers are early adopters, and at the time being, very few consumers know 

about all the features that these technologies can provide and benefit them with. There is a lot of 

general misconception that leads to avoidance in adopting the technology.  

As data from Jerome Buvat et al., (2018) states, 35 % of voice assistant users worldwide use their 

voice assistants to complete purchases, like groceries, home care and clothes.  

 

4.2.4 Assumption	4a		

Digital personal assistants will simplify the shopping experience in the future.  

Results from the survey analysis found that 5 % of respondents know what personal assistants such 

as Google Home and Amazon Echo are, and have completed a purchase through them. Although the 

percentage may look small at a first glance, it is representative for the sample that was gathered for 

the survey, and the results strengthen the diffusion of a trend called “Instant Gratification”. This trend 

suggests that consumer shopping behavior is oriented around obtaining the desired product as soon 

as it is wanted. Instead of thinking about something and buying it their next shopping excursion, they 

can order it online immediately. With new digital assistants, they don’t even need to open their mobile 

devices anymore (Dahlhoff et al., 2018b). Reasons supporting the low number of early adopters in 

the data are connected to the low diffusion of partnerships between personal assistant devices and 

grocery shops. These types of partnerships are currently predominantly made within the U.S., but are 

subject to expand. These types of services that allow consumers to order groceries and other items 

through their personal assistants have been implemented in the United Kingdom to a small extent 
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already. With the exception of the U.K., outside the U.S., consumers’ general awareness of what these 

personal assistants can do is relatively low.  

 

For these reasons, the level of general knowledge regarding personal assistants in the interviews was 

investigated. 13 out of 26 interview respondents knew what Amazon Echo or Google Home was, and 

the answers were categorized as positively oriented towards the application of these technologies. 

Furthermore, out of these 13 respondents, 8 had interacted with or tried at least one of these 

technologies. None of them had ever completed a purchase with the device.  

 

The Alexa one. It’s a machine you have at home; you can talk to it and ask it about things or 

play music. 

(Interview Respondent 15. Female, Age 37) 

A personal assistant home unit. I have tried Amazon Echo, and I think it was fun to talk to it. 

(Interview Respondent 16. Male, Age 24) 

 

The respondents’ awareness towards these new digital personal assistants is not directly related to 

age. Indeed, the respondents that were aware and kept themselves updated on the development of 

new technologies and applications, knew about or had tried Google Home or Amazon Alexa before, 

regardless of age.  

 

I have tried Amazon Alexa before actually. It was very strange to talk to a robot, but also very 

fun. She knew a lot of things and she was able to get information about what we asked her 

very quickly. 

(Interview Respondent 24. Female, 67) 

Yes, I know Amazon Alexa. I’ve seen my granddaughter use it to play music and ask questions 

about her homework. It seems like a smart solution. 

(Interview Respondent 25. Male, 72) 

 

Speaking with these people made us understand that there is a general acceptance towards these new 

technologies, despite the limited features they offer. This means that people to some extent identify 
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a value provided by the interactions they can perform with the technology. Interviews show that 

generally speaking, consumers are positively oriented toward the benefits personal assistants can 

provide, but that they are skeptical to technologies replacing humans in retail settings. This was 

further underlined by how 81.2 % of the survey respondents said they value human interaction highly 

(44.6 % agreed strongly to this statement, and 36.6 % somewhat), and that they didn’t think computers 

would be able to replace the human interaction in the future. As soon as robots were mentioned in the 

survey, a distinguishable change in the theme of the responses was identified, especially in the open-

ended responses.  

 

It’s ridiculous. I would hate that. Nothing wrong with regular people, robots are just a way 

for companies to cut staff. 

(Survey Respondent 96. Male, Age 31.) 

 

The respondents appear to become more skeptical, considering more parameters of acceptance, such 

as emotion control, personal information storage, the social value of the human interaction and so on. 

For some respondents, the value of the human mind becomes an important aspect of retail experience. 

 

With the continuously rapid development and improvement of personal assistants, artificial 

intelligence and robots that these technologies are implemented into, there are multiple indicators 

suggesting that robots might have a place in retail in the near future. If future robot technologies 

address the needs of consumers appropriately, they may even fulfill the roles that human sales 

representatives and store workers play today.  

 

Conclusion Assumption 4a 

The positive attitudes from the survey as well as the interviews suggest that consumers are genuinely 

interested in learning more about and using smart assistants and similar technologies. The growing 

number of partnerships between retailers and the companies that develop the smart assistant 

technologies suggest that the overall service offering and benefits provided by these technologies will 
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improve further in the near future, and provide consumers with a seamless, simple way of shopping. 

Therefore, assumption number 4a is accepted.  

 

4.2.5 Assumption	4b		

Robots will replace human employees in retail stores in the future.  

Robots may perform various tasks and play different roles in the retail store environment. They can 

be programmed to seek out, interact with and greet consumers who enter a store, provide information 

upon request, and serve as an interactive combination of sales representative and database for the 

user. They can also be combined with payment solutions and function as a POS after they have helped 

the customer find the right product.  

 

The way robots such as previously mentioned Pepper are being introduced in the retail landscape is 

a matter that raises concern with many, and also worries many that the human interaction will be 

replaced with. In the survey, it was found that 81.2 % of all respondents value human interaction 

highly (44.6 % strongly, 36.6 % somewhat), and that they did not think computers would be able to 

replace that interaction in the future. With the continuously rapid development and improvement of 

artificial intelligence and robotics, as well as how several retailers experiment with and implement 

robots such as Pepper, there is reason to believe that robots are here to stay. 

 

I am a big fan of conversating with store employees when I am looking for a product, and I 

don’t like the trend of automating everything and putting people out of their jobs. I would 

prefer to see some kind of improvements that make things easier for the customer, and not just 

things that make it cheaper for the store to be open. 

(Interview Respondent 20. Male, Age 58) 

I think robots can be a useful addition to retail stores, but humans will always be needed for 

personal service and complex problems.  

(Survey Respondent 79. Female, Age 27) 

This sounds scary. I would not like to have to talk to a robot, it wouldn’t understand me quite 

as well as a human could.  
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(Survey Respondent 100. Male, Age 53) 

 

Consumers are spending increasingly big amounts of time on their phones (Dahlhoff et al., 2018). 

Consumers can typically get access to all the information they need for their store visit without talking 

to a human sales representative in advance. Customer attention while in-store is also periodically 

drawn away from messaging apps and other distractions. Placing a robot in a retail store will provide 

an engaging touchpoint that can draw customer attention and encourage the customer to interact with 

the company in new ways.  

 

I think in a store where they sell clothes, it would be nice if there were no people (employees) 

there. They can sometimes be too intrusive when I just want to have a look. On that occasion, 

I would be willing to speak to a robot who can help me find the right size etc.  

(Interview Respondent 18. Female, Age 43) 

 

Several of the interview respondents mentioned robots or smart technology assistants as something 

they’d either expect to see in the future, or something they would like to see.  

 

It could be really nice to have a robot – or maybe not a robot, but just something that you 

can ask anything you want to. It could be used to search for products and other things you 

wonder about in the store.  

(Interview Respondent 5. Male, Age 23) 

 

In the survey, four hypothetical scenarios related to robots in retail stores were presented for the 

respondent to visualize, and told the respondents to choose the emotion they found most fitting for 

their own immediate reaction. An image of the respondents’ perceptions could then be created. Most 

respondents generally appeared to hold some skepticism to robots at most of the scenarios that were 

presented, and they did not appear to be familiar with or used to seeing this kind of robot technology 

in retail settings.  
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In the first scenario, the biggest groupings of responses were as follows: 52,5 % of respondents would 

be surprised if a robot would recognize them by their customer card, and greet them. 16,8 % would 

be joyful, and 14,9 % would be afraid. The large portion of respondents that express surprise 

correlates well with how few respondents have interacted with robots before, and therefore they are 

not familiar with the capabilities that robots possess. Some of the respondents that expressed fear as 

their reaction to this scenario, can be explained by uncertainty regarding how much information the 

robots actually possessed and were able to obtain. 

 

I think it depends to what extent the robot “knows who you are as you show your customer 

card”.  

(Survey Respondent 55. Male, Age 27) 

 

In the second scenario, regarding customer reaction to a robot giving product/scenario suggestions 

based on former purchase history, reactions were mixed, but more positive. The biggest groupings of 

responses were as follows: 35,6 % chose Joy, 21,8 % chose Surprise, and 16,8 % chose Fear. The 

automated and calculated approach robots can use for providing suggestions through their processing 

systems, algorithms and AI can prove to be helpful and accurate in many cases. Human employees 

do, however, have a higher ability to understand the customer’s needs and wants through empathy. 

They can better understand the underlying drivers of the purchase, in a way that robots cannot. 

Therefore, it can be registered that the complexity of the purchase and selection of item will be one 

of the determining factors for when a robot can do the same job as a human sales representative. 

Applying different resources such as robotic units as supplements in the decision-making process can 

be appropriate alternatives (Holbrook, 1997) to complement the experiential value of the 

consumption.  

 

If it was a convenience store or grocery store then I wouldn’t mind (technologies that simplify 

shopping), because it increases convenience. Anything to make it more efficient.  

(…) 
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If there’s higher involvement in the purchase I need more assistance from a human being (…), 

in an electronics store or similar then I want to talk to someone who has expertise, who 

understands me, and can provide help with deciding which items suits my needs.  

(Interview Respondent 11. Male, Age 23.) 

 

In the third scenario, at which the robot provided product/service suggestions based on the 

consumer’s appearance and/or body shape, Surprise, Anger and Disgust were the dominant emotions 

at respectively 23.8 %, 21.8 %, and 19.8 %. This suggests that this type of analysis of the customer’s 

body and/or appearance would excessively invade the personal space of the respondent. Consumers 

show that they are not emotionally prepared to share this type of information, unless there is a clear 

reward for them doing so.  

 

The fourth scenario, in which the robot noticed the consumer’s mood and emotions, and reacted 

accordingly, triggered Surprise (35.6 %) and Fear (27.7 %) as the most popular responses. Again, 

this confirms the lack of familiarity that respondents have with these technologies, and the uncertainty 

of how the robot obtains and stores information about customers. As machine learning is a complex 

matter, most consumers are not yet aware of how the recommendations and suggestions that the robot 

proposes are generated, nor are they aware that it is likely to be based on former interactions as well 

as fixed datasets that do not necessarily connect with the user in question.  

 

I think it sounds scary that a robot can identify me and understand my feelings. I would rather 

talk to a human.  

(Survey Respondent 98. Male, Age 49.) 

I think it’s scary that a robot can understand my emotions. 

(Survey Respondent 79. Female, Age 27.) 

 

The overall skepticism that the respondents seemed to hold in most of the scenarios can be explained 

by how enjoyment derived from shopping does not come from the purchasing itself, or desiring 

specific products, but that it is a socio-economic means to have a good time, enjoy the company of 
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others and socialize – even with employees in the store – while making given purchases (Carù & 

Cova, 2003).  

 

You have all this technology, but you still want to be able to ask people questions face to face, 

and not have to talk to a robot that says “MY-NAME-IS-SIRI”. I mean, you need sometimes 

this (human) interaction – and you feel welcome if there’s someone who takes you to the aisle 

where what you’re looking for is, or helps you at the cashier. It’s a nice moment. I need that 

human interaction.  

(Interview Respondent 19. Female, Age 46.) 

 

After presenting the scenarios, some statements were made regarding respondents’ attitudes toward 

interacting with AI units in a retail setting, and respondents were questioned to which extent they 

agreed or disagreed with said statements. 50.5 % of the respondents would like to try shopping in a 

store with artificial units such as robots handling customers. As 17.8 % neither agreed or disagreed, 

the remaining 31.7 % would rather not try. 

35.6 % of respondents agreed that interacting with artificial units would positively impact their 

shopping experience. 24.8 % were uncertain, and the remaining 39.6 % disagreed with this statement 

to some extent – perhaps due to their lack of familiarity with the technology. 

 

Robots could probably do a good job, I’m just against it by principle.  

(Survey Respondent 96. Male, Age 31) 

 

Conclusion Assumption 4b 

Artificially intelligent robots and personal assistants are subject to many misconceptions and prejudices, and 

most consumers are not particularly confident in obtaining information from or interacting with them. The 

introduction of this technology in particular must be gradual and well-thought out in order to have a positive 

impact on the customer experience. The benefits provided by creating a unique and joyful experience with 

new and exciting technology suggest that retailers will continue experimenting with putting robots and AI 
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units in place of human employees, but because consumers are still confident and want human interaction, 

they will not completely replace humans within the foreseeable future.  

We therefore reject assumption 4b.  

 

4.3 Research	Assessment	

In this section the dataset limitations will be addressed, as well as the validity and reliability of the 

research and analysis.  Validity and reliability, both concepts rooting from positivism, are most 

typically connected to scientific quantiative research. Year-long debate has discussed whether the 

concepts can be applied to qualitative research, or if ”trustworthiness” and ”credibility” are better 

suited descriptions to address validity and reliability. Regardless of this, validity and reliability will 

be used in this assessment, as that debate has not yet been settled to an end.  

 

4.3.1 Validity	

The validity addresses the extent to which the purposed measure of the study is in fact measured. In 

the quantitative survey, 101 respondents completed the survey. In order to achieve statistical 

significance and high validity for a study that investigates retail consumers, which is a population of 

several hundred million people, thousands of respondents would be required if a low margin of error 

was desired. The quantitative data by itself is therefore not deemed highly valid, but is rather 

employed for descriptive statistics, describing the basic features of the data. Simple summaries are 

provided without excessively weighting their validity. In order to increase the validity of the study, 

qualitative data from semi-structured interviews is added in order to support the descriptive statistics 

further.   

In the qualitative interviews, high validity is achieved if the respondents are not forced to participate, 

and are able to speak freely. The semi-structured interview guide was designed in order to encourage 

open conversation. The questions in the survey were outlined in order to ensure that the topic of the 

conversation stayed within the boundaries of the research, while maintaining the opportunity and 

allowing for digressions into the specifics of a respondent’s response.  
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4.3.2 Reliability	

The reliability addresses the extent to which the findings of the study can be replicated consistently 

without deviations. Considering that our conclusions are specific to the context from which they have 

been drawn, they aren’t necessarily reproducible by other researchers. That being said, reliability is 

always limited within the paradigm of social constructivism. By thoroughly explaining our methods, 

decisions and methodology, objective evaluations of the applicability of this research to other 

contexts can be made.  

The authors do not see any specific reason to question the empirical data or respondent answers’ 

validity in the context of this research.  

 

5 DISCUSSION 
The primary purpose of our analysis was to dig into consumer perceptions, knowledge and sentiments 

regarding new retail technologies, in order to really understand how they will respond emotionally 

and behaviorally to the likely continued introduction of new retail technologies. Technologies such 

as cashier-less stores, artificially intelligent shopping assistants, and robots are very different from 

the technologies in the retail landscape today, and the capabilities they provide are potentially game 

changing. This will unquestionably impact consumers. The primary purpose of our survey and 

interviews was therefore to provide an answer to “How and why do new retail technologies affect the 

customer experience?”.  

 

Before conducting the analysis, we developed and analyzed four assumptions based on consumer 

needs and goals in retail, and on how retail capabilities can meet those. The assumptions covered the 

most important changes that some of the most relevant new retail technologies will entail. The 

assumptions concerned the specific impact new technologies will have on purchasing behavior, how 

consumers will be willing to give up their privacy in exchange for increased convenience, how the 

technologies can provide seamlessness to the customer experience, and the last assumption, which 

was divided into two parts, addressed how personal assistants could simplify the shopping experience, 

and to which extent robots can replace humans in retail stores in the future.  
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The discussion will include the findings from the analysis of these assumptions, in light of our 

literature review and conceptual framework. The discussion will be organized by first going through 

the verification of our four assumptions, and reviewing their respective impact and relation to the 

customer experience, while using Lemon & Verhoef’s (2016) definition from our literature review as 

a theoretical lens; 

 

The Customer Experience is a multidimensional construct focusing on the customer’s 

cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social responses to a firm’s offerings during 

the customer’s entire purchase journey” (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016, p. 74). 

 

It is imperative to keep in mind that most research in the Customer Experience field, also that by 

Lemon & Verhoef, thoroughly underlines that there is still a lot of research to be done in the 

conceptualization of the customer experience, and how the customer experience is impacted by 

factors such as service quality, commitment and customer engagement (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016, p. 

84). Our research aims to further provide insight and conceptualize how the customer experience can 

be affected by new technologies. In fact, there has been no uniform agreement upon any measurement 

approaches that attempt to evaluate all aspects of customer experience. We therefore approach our 

discussion with a desire to connect the key drivers of customer experience with the retail technologies, 

and attempt to project the impact these technologies will have on the customer experience in the 

future.  

 

Assumption findings 

As the purpose of our analysis has been to contextualize the data we collected in our survey and 

interviews, with pre-existing theories and knowledge, we now proceed to present our interpretation 

of the main findings from our assumptions, and estimate their collective validity and ability to answer 

our main research question.  
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5.1 Convenient	stores	can	make	customers	shop	more	often		

In the first of our four assumptions, we assume that cashier-less solutions are likely to increase 

transaction frequency in convenience and grocery stores, because consumers will be less worried 

about having to stand and wait in line at the check-out. When they do not have to take rush or peak 

hours into consideration, but rather go whenever it suits themselves the most, the consumers are 

unhindered to go immediately if they need something – and thus potentially will shop more often. 

We find that this type of technology will have greater potential in stores where consumers frequent 

relatively often in the first place, and where products are commoditized to the extent that browsing 

and selecting items is a quick process. We find that in these settings, where the typical degree of 

involvement is lower for each product as the customer usually knows what he’s going to buy in 

advance of getting to the store, queue length can determine which store consumers decide to go to. 

For instance, if someone needs to buy bread and milk at 4.30 – in the middle of the after-work rush – 

then it would probably be more convenient to go to a store with an automated check-out, rather than 

waiting in line behind everybody else in the store.  

Providing a seamless experience and high efficiency is crucial, and can provide benefit to the 

customer journey and experience design. Lemon & Verhoef (2016) suggest that organizations should 

recognize the actual value seamlessness has to their customers, and create solutions that make it easier 

for users to “get the job done”. Considering what we learned about high- and low-involvement 

purchases, their customers are the keywords here, because the differences in what consumers are 

expecting from one type of retail store to another can be huge. In stores where the decision-making 

process typically requires a higher degree of involvement, and the overall time spent within the store 

will be longer for each product purchased, for instance a luxury shoe store, the checkout will be 

perceived as a smaller part of the overall customer experience – and thus the importance of reducing 

time spent at the check-out lessens accordingly. This trend was also apparent in our interviews.  

 

Emotions 

When we were investigating the cashier-less technologies in our survey, the majority of respondents 

made their responses in favor of joy and surprise. We investigated the reasoning behind these 

emotions further, and our interviews indicated that this joy was a product of the functional benefits 

the technology provides consumers with. This suggests that cashier-less technologies stimulate at 

least one of the drivers for customer experience; emotional value, which can be enhanced by e.g. IT 
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systems (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Emotions are recognized as an important aspect in decision-

making processes. By looking at the customer journey, firms can decide whether, and to which extent, 

a new technology such as cashier-less technology can remove friction or a pain point. This reduced 

friction allows the consumer to be fully immersed in the shopping experience (Hansen & Mossberg, 

2013). We believe this technology can make it easier for customers to “get the job done” (Lemon & 

Verhoef, 2016). As some of our respondents also pointed out, new technologies can have “growing 

pains”; – as the user base increases, technical issues may occur on occasion. Therefore, having 

personnel available to assist at the check-out and preregistration is crucial to avoid friction and to 

manage problems efficiently. Most cashier-less technologies require preregistration of some form. 

This is another of few potential points of friction that must be monitored to provide a smooth service 

delivery.  

 

Some of our respondents argued that the cashier is an important touchpoint within the store, and that 

the human interaction is important to them. In order to provide a positive consumption experience, 

mixed solutions with cashiers as well as automated check-outs may have to be considered in retail 

settings where the human interaction carries significant importance to some of the consumers’ 

experience. This significance will vary between low and high involvement stores, and between 

different types of product segments as well as the target consumer.   

 

The first convenience and grocery retailers that introduce cashier-less technologies will gain a benefit 

because they will be perceived as the best option for efficient shopping when compared to those who 

stick to traditional technologies, and allow themselves to create lock-in at an early point of consumer 

adoption of these solutions. By freeing up employees who previously had to sit and operate the 

cashier, retailers will find themselves in a position where they will able to choose between reducing 

cost by laying off employees, or focusing the workforce that gets freed up, on other tasks. This can 

strengthen the overall service delivery, and further decrease the friction across touchpoints in the 

customer journey. 
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5.2 Customers	will	trade	their	privacy	for	convenience	–	or	pizza	

In our second assumption, we considered the amount of personal information that new retail 

technologies require the customer to provide in order to access the service. Despite the negative 

attitude we identified that consumers have toward companies obtaining and keeping information 

about them and their shopping habits in our survey, we made the assumption that customers will value 

the benefits provided by the new technologies as good enough that they would allow the retailers to 

collect more information about themselves anyway, in order to access the service.  

 

Experiential marketing 

Most of the respondents in our survey were willing to try the technology. The biggest grouping of 

respondents also expressed a sense of surprise when we presented how some of these new retail 

technologies function. We evaluate this element of surprise as a potentially positive lever in the user 

decision-making process. Experiential marketing suggests “THINK” to be one of five types of 

experiences that customers seek. By appealing to the customers’ way of thinking – conventional or 

creative – through surprise, intrigue and provocation (Schmitt, 1999). If the experience proves to be 

positive at first attempt, the consumers are more likely to try it again and get used to it – which many 

of our respondents also believed that they would.  

 

The data in our research was collected during a time where tensions and consumer anxiety regarding 

privacy and data protection most likely was higher than usual. The increased tension and anxiety 

follows Facebook’s privacy breach scandals leading to increased demand for transparency from big 

companies, as well as the approaching General Data Protection Regulation being a central topic of 

public discussion. Mistrust can be avoided by making it easy for consumers to choose exactly what 

information they want to share and not to share (Dahlhoff et al., 2018). The likelihood that they adopt 

the technologies will increase further when they see friends and other acquaintances use them as well. 

Following the thoughts of Moore (1999), the so-called ‘Early Majority’ wants what is generic, stable 

and proven. Consumers will most likely get used to new retail technologies as soon as they become 

a regularity in retail stores, and consider them as safer when they see other users adopting them.  The 

global insights survey (Dahlhoff et al., 2018), suggested that 41 % of consumers are comfortable with 
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retailers monitoring parts of their customer journey, in exchange for tailored special offers. 24 % of 

respondents were also interested in receiving special offers triggered when they were nearby the store.  

 

Consumers do not always do as they say – or say as they do, but rather follow and adapt to whichever 

solution is more convenient to them, or used by their friends – as long as the trade-off is good enough. 

Based on our respondents’ own expectations for their own behavior, as well as their positive attitude 

toward the benefits provided by the technology, we believe consumers won’t hesitate to give up 

information about their own shopping habits and personal data to the retailers, if that can aid in 

effectivising their customer experience.  

 

5.3 Providing	tailored	information	to	consumers	at	the	right	time	

In our efforts of understanding the benefits and capabilities that new retail technologies provide, we 

identified a consumer need of being able to find the right information quickly when inside a store. 

We also noticed how consumers have an interest in using their mobile devices in order to obtain 

information, as a replacement behaviour for having to interact with sales personnel and store 

employees. It appears as if technology may have empowered consumers in some settings to wanting 

to complete their own retail journey from beginning to end, without any external help.  

 

Our analysis highlights the ROPO (research online, purchase offline) trend; Instead of doing offline 

research and buying products online at a lower price, consumers would now prefer to compare all 

prices and information about the product online, directly from their mobile devices while they are in-

store. 

 

Information processing model and experiential marketing  

From our respondents and our previous assumptions, we identify that customers accredit the effort of 

shops that persist in keeping waiting times; as we have noticed with Just Walk Out technology. Quick-

in, quick-out reflects the consumers’ desire of spending no more time than exactly as much is needed 

in the store when they are buying something, and rather go more often than buying in bulk.  This 

approach is the polar opposite of the typical retailer logic, where the customer is guided to follow a 
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specific hot-area path to both increase the amount of time spent in the shop, and the number of items 

in the customer’s cart. Our assumption is therefore that the search function only will be effective in 

providing a positive experience or functional value, defined as ‘the perceived utility acquired from 

an alternative’s capacity for functional, utilitarian, or physical, performance’ (Sheth, Newman, & 

Gross, 1991, p. 160), as long as the design is streamlined, and works in a time efficient manner.  

 

The seamless experience could be improved by the implementation of in-store beacon technologies 

that improve the features of existing smart screens. Synchronizing the display with user IPs, Bluetooth 

or other proximity-enabled technologies can enable the beacon technology to instantly provide the 

customer with relevant information for that specific location, time, and the user’s former purchase 

history. The content customization allows the retailer to provide highly relevant information at the 

right time, thus maintaining a seamless experience and not friction. Beacon technology provides a 

functional value as a part of the consumption experience. Holbrook (2005) refers to value produced 

by a consumption experience as extrinsic value, when it serves as an effective or functional means to 

some additional end.  

 

Although several indicators point toward beacon technologies and similar solutions to be a useful 

addition in some retail settings where the demand for information is higher, we believe that consumers 

value their mobile device interaction highly, and that they are still dependent on their own information 

sources. Information from the store may be entertaining or helpful, but the current content that beacon 

technologies can provide will not be perceived as equally trustworthy to what the customer can find 

by him- or herself. It appears as if most of the useful information that can be provided may just as 

well be projected on an interactive screen. Attempting to make the customer interact with the 

company through his or her mobile phone while in-store may cause friction, and draw attention away 

from other landscape details of the retail store – thus prohibiting immersion. Capabilities that aim to 

draw user attention away from their own content on mobile phones during the customer experience, 

must first be well developed – and socially accepted over time.  

 

Despite the assumption being rejected, there are definitely useful applications for beacon technologies 

as soon as the solutions have been developed to meet consumer goals and needs.   
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5.4 Transforming	digital	personal	assistants	from	music	players	to	personal	shoppers	

In our fourth assumption, the intention was to gain an increased understanding of the diffusion of a 

trend called “Instant Gratification”. This trend suggests a shopping behavior in which the consumer 

purchases a desired item in the quickest way possible, sometimes without having planned to do so, 

and without doing research for pricing and alternative options – simply achieving gratification 

immediately from buying the item straight away. People tend to benefit from the vast number of 

existing online platforms when they are looking to purchase products. Most of these purchases take 

places through mobile devices. Considering new technology, we individuated digital personal 

assistants as possible substitutes for smartphones in the future. However, as we reasoned regarding 

beacon technologies, the interaction provided by digital personal assistants must be allowed to build 

confidence with consumers from the initial use that early adopters are going through, and fulfill their 

expectations of customization, innovative product/services and risk involvement (Moore, 1999). Our 

findings show that there is a generally positive attitude toward digital personal assistants, but that the 

lack of familiarity and knowledge regarding its purpose, features and capabilities is keeping people 

from adopting personal assistants more at this stage. In the U.S., this technology has been allowed to 

grow more rapidly thanks to extensive partnerships with retailers, so consumers can use their personal 

assistants to purchase a vast number of items – be it groceries and convenience goods or high 

involvement products.  

 

Social Value 

We connect the acceptance and desire to have a home assistant with the desire for obtaining a specific 

social value. We define social value through the Sheth et al., (1991, p. 161) definition; ‘the perceived 

utility acquired from an alternative’s association with one or more specific social groups. An 

alternative acquires social value through association with positively or negatively stereotyped 

demographics, socioeconomics and cultural-ethic groups’. The brands that produce and develop the 

personal assistants are expressing exclusive, high-quality values that many respondents share, and 

want other people to identify themselves with. This could be a driver to increase the number of 

adopters, and help the technology gain a foothold in consumer homes and hearts.  
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While the current application of most digital personal assistants is limited to basic conversation, 

information, controlling smart homes, and perhaps most importantly, playing music, there is a clear 

opportunity for digital assistants to become the personal shoppers of the future. In order for this 

become a reality, partnerships between the manufacturers and developers of digital assistants and 

retailers have to be set in place in a similar fashion to what can be found in the U.S., so that shopping 

and ordering items through the device can become a simple and frictionless process. Improving 

natural language processing features that lower the interaction friction between human user and 

technology will also aid in this transformation.   

 

5.5 Robots won’t replace humans completely anytime soon 

In the second part of our last assumption, we highlighted how some retail stores are experimenting 

with introducing artificially intelligent robot assistants as an alternative to human employees, and as 

a supplement to the pre-existing workforce.  

 

Our research found that the majority of consumers value human interaction in retail settings highly – 

especially when it comes to products that require higher degrees of involvement and price, for 

instance clothes stores. In purchases that are more commoditized and the degree of involvement and 

requirement of research is lower, our respondents suggested that they would prefer more convenience, 

smoothness and efficiency rather than interruptions from employees. We noticed that putting a robot 

into a retail setting will trigger – in order of likelihood – surprise and joy, as well as fear. This element 

of surprise that a robot currently generates can be used as a lever of experiential marketing (Carù & 

Cova, 2003); something that the consumer has to experience over time in order to fully understand, 

enjoy and benefit from in his or her customer experience. It would therefore make sense to implement 

a touch point for those that are curious to try new technology, where they may have avoided human 

contact in the same situation. Although the robot interaction may not always be a necessity, it can 

provide added value and lead to upsells.   

 

Our insights suggest that the introduction of robots and similar artificially intelligent units will be 

very gradual for most retail segments. Artificial intelligence has shown ability to analyze the emotions 

and facial expressions of the customer it’s interacting with, in order to provide suitable responses, 
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information and recommendations for the customer. Many respondents still consider shopping as an 

experience created by human interaction, therefore emotional value is perceived in the human 

capacity to arouse feelings or affective states (Sheth et al., 1991).  

Overall, most of our respondents believe that artificial intelligence and robots will improve their retail 

experience, but they are not quite ready to see humans be replaced by them in a big scale. We therefore 

confirm our assumption; however, the introduction must be gradual to maintain social value and avoid 

scaring consumers away. On the note of scaring consumers, it should also be investigated whether 

there is a difference in consumer reactions to robots with humanoid appearances, opposed to non-

humanoid designs.  

 
Closing the discussion 

The analysis of our first assumption found that in retail settings that involve low consumer 

involvement in each purchase, and high purchasing frequency, such as grocery- and convenience 

stores, cashier-less technologies can improve the customer experience by removing friction from 

having to wait in line. In the second assumption, it was found that despite being worried about their 

own privacy and the safety of data kept about themselves, consumers will be willing to provide 

personal information and be monitored in exchange for access to technologies that increase their 

convenience and make the retail experience more seamless. The third assumption found that beacon 

technologies that require the consumer to use his or her mobile phone as an interaction device, do not 

sufficiently provide a seamless experience. These technologies do not provide sufficient social or 

functional value in their current designs. Assumption 4a found that the growing number of 

partnerships between retailers and the companies that develop the smart assistant technologies 

suggest that the overall service offering and benefits provided by these technologies will improve 

further in the near future, and provide consumers with a seamless, simple way of shopping. The last 

assumption found that artificially intelligent robots and personal assistants are subject to many 

misconceptions and prejudices, and most consumers are not particularly confident in obtaining 

information from or interacting with them.  
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6 CONCLUSION  
The purpose of this conclusion is to summarize our main findings and provide an answer to our 

research. We will present the main impact that new retail technologies will have on customer 

experience in the future, and some of the preconditions and considerations of the context regarding 

the implementation of these technologies.  

 

Physical retail stores are challenged by intensifying competition and increasing pressure from online 

retail. While some are calling prophecies of doom for bricks-and-mortar retailers, 90 % of retail 

purchases still happen in-store – and the industry is growing. With a wide spectrum of new 

technologies with retail applications being introduced, we find ourselves at the beginning of a retail 

revolution. Brands must proactively consider which new technologies are right for them and their 

customers, and the purpose of our research is to clarify which effects and benefits these technologies 

may provide.  

 

It was prominent in our research that consumers desire to obtain more autonomy and independence 

in their shopping experience. They are worried about their privacy and data, and generally speaking, 

they highly value being able to interact with humans in retail stores. We identified several pain points, 

such as long queues, lacking or unavailable information about products, and not being able to shop 

without interruption. The desire for increased convenience and autonomy applies stronger to frequent 

purchases that require a lower degree of involvement. In purchase settings that require more 

involvement – such as buying clothes or expensive electronics – consumers still want human 

interaction and assistance to a greater extent.  

 

Our analysis found that empowering the customer to be self-driven through features that increase 

convenience and efficiency in-store, can potentially reduce friction, increase transaction frequency, 

trigger positive emotional responses, and create value for the consumer. Retailers should therefore 

manage the introduction of new technological innovations to favor the enhancement of customer 

experience. New technologies should be designed with purpose of improving the customer’s 

experience in order to increase the number of transactions. 
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6.1 Contributions	to	Literature	

The literature frame presents theoretical conceptualizations of customer experience, value creation 

and customer journey, which have supported the analysis of the relationship between the introduction 

of new technologies in the retail industry and their effects on consumers. Referring to Lemon & 

Verhoef (2016)’s definition of customer experience, it is known that customer experience is impacted 

by factors such as service quality, commitment and engagement.  

 

Although service quality lacks an accurate and agreed-upon measure to track its efficiency, time is 

an essential factor for the consumer's shopping experience. Waiting time within the experience should 

be reduced both in reality as well as in the opinion of the customer (Houston & Bettencourt, n.d.). 

 

Outside the boundaries of everyday life, all the encounters represented by new activities are 

potentially able to uplift immersion and emotional involvement (Hansen & Mossberg, 2013). To 

create a service-centered view that considers consumer needs in the value optimization process, the 

service preparation process should be aimed at maximizing the interactive learning between the 

company and the customer (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

 

Market researchers’ efforts of generating value in customer experiences come from the desire of 

understanding their needs, and tailoring the experience to obtain high levels of engagement (Carbone 

& Haeckel, 1994). More specifically, it is of outmost importance to understand all the activities and 

constraints involved, and predict the future needs that might emerge within the journey (Holmlid & 

Evenson, 2008). 

 

By looking at the literature in the light of the retail industry, it has been discovered that to affect 

service quality, commitment and engagement, the experience should be designed to fulfil the 

customer’s desire of power and autonomy in interactions with the store. Empowering the customer 

with all the capabilities he or she requires to finish the journey with a minimal amount of unplanned 

interactions, involves the customer, allows him or her to create their own experience, and stimulates 

emotions. Joy and surprise are discovered to be essential factors in the research of engaging customer 
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experiences within the shopping experience, and several retail technologies indicate capabilities of 

working as effective means to this end.  

 

Based on the series of findings that were made, the table that was made in the literature section to 

distinguish customer experience and customer journey (Appendix 1) should be taken back into 

consideration. It is believed that the gap between the two concepts persist, but findings suggest that 

strategies that orient themselves toward adoption of customer experience and customer journey 

analysis are slowly aligning. The two concepts become complementary below their respective areas 

of focus; the use of technologies to study the interactions and the customer decision-making process 

allows for developing deep empathy toward the customer. Therefore, loyalty can be obtained through 

offering a solution the consumer desires.  

 

6.2 Managerial	Implications		

Retailers may question themselves which retail technologies they should consider making 

investments into, and how the different technologies can impact their business. The findings of this 

thesis provide indicators for brands to better understand the impact that some new retail technologies 

may have on the customer experience.  

 

The most important implication for retailers that the introduction of new retail technologies such as 

cashier-free stores, artificial intelligence, robots and beacon technology bring, is the necessity for 

having a clear understanding of one’s own customers, and having a well-designed customer journey. 

The new technologies suggest big and fundamental changes in single touchpoints as well as changes 

to the entire journey. By having a holistic approach to customer journey design, and understanding 

how each touch point affects the customer experience, retailers can evaluate which additions will 

provide a positive impact to their customers. 

 

Cashier-less technologies 

Retailers must evaluate the value human interaction has to their customers, and to which extent the 

interaction at this touchpoint is a necessity for the retailer. If the customer journey design implicates 
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that less human interaction will not harm the customer experience, then a cashier-less solution can be 

recommended for reducing friction and increasing transaction frequency. It must be taken into 

consideration that a human operated cashier can function as a touchpoint where the retailer gets an 

opportunity to ensure that the consumer found everything, and that they are not left with unaddressed 

issues. Some of these matters could be addressed by approaching consumers on the “floor”, but it 

must then be considered whether this contact is at risk of being considered intrusive or not.   

 

Privacy trade-off 

Retailers must be aware that consumers are generally skeptical to give up personal information about 

themselves or to be surveilled in-store. However, their behavior is not necessarily likely to reflect this 

skepticism if the technology that requires said information, provides a clear benefit and creates 

functional value for the consumer. Transparency is vital to increase trust – in the sign-up process, 

retailers should make it clear exactly what the data is used for, and also provide the consumers with 

options for which information they are willing to share. It is expected that most consumers will follow 

early adopters when they understand that the risk tied to using these technologies is low.  

 

Beacon technology  

Consumers are interested in and typically positive toward new technologies, but they are also very 

strongly connected to their mobile phones. For most retailers, the information and content that can be 

displayed through this technology can be displayed on screens or in other forms of in-store material 

with similar, if not equal effect. This will allow the consumer to stay immersed in the shopping 

experience, and reduce the risk of consumers being further distracted by their phones.  

 

Digital Personal Assistants 

As digital personal assistants grow increasingly popular, and their applications grow more advanced, 

retailers should consider partnerships and develop solutions for consumers to be able to make 

purchases through the technology. Digital Personal Assistants such as Google Home and Amazon 

Alexa have already gained a strong foothold in the U.S., and other markets are slowly absorbing this 

new technology as well – therefore it is imperative for retailers to consider if this technology can help 

their businesses as well.  
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Robots 

The introduction of this technology must be gradual and well-thought out in order to have a positive 

impact on the customer experience. Consumers have strong conceptions and prejudices toward 

robots, and in order to create a smooth transition, managers should make thorough considerations for 

which touchpoints robots can create value at in their journey, and at which touchpoints human 

interaction will provide a better customer experience.  

 

6.3 Future	Research	

The research conducted in the thesis studies the impact new retail technologies can have on the 

customer experience, and considerations that should be made when choosing which technologies to 

adopt. The authors hope that the findings and content of this thesis contributes to stimulate further 

research and analysis of how these new technologies will change retail in the future. Some of the 

authors’ own suggestions and recommendations follow below.  

 

When conducting the literature review, it was found that most of the articles and texts that were 

initially assumed to be highly relevant for the customer journey research, turned out to be about other 

topics – and rather had minor sub points or digressions about the customer journey (typically in the 

context of the customer experience). Others attempting to conduct literature reviews on the customer 

journey (Følstad & Kvale 2018) also faced this problem. It was even found that some articles 

attempted to get extra attention by presenting “customer journey” as keywords in the description, 

despite not containing any content or even mention of customer journeys in the text. The authors 

would like to make other researchers aware of this. 

 

While the thesis takes a relatively general approach to what is meant by ”new retail technologies”, 

there are many technologies that could not be included, and due to the extremely wide population of 

users that go to retail stores regularly, it was not possible to collect data from a representative 

selection. Future research should ideally extend the research to a greater amount of users, and thus 

potentially be able to generalize in an even more accurate manner than the authors were able to. This 

study collected the majority of its data from respondents in many diffferent countries,  and it could 
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be interesting to see whether there are differences across nations and different cultures in the 

sentiments consumers have toward the different technologies. For instance, digital personal assistants 

are far more common in the U.S. at the time of writing, and therefore it would not be surprising if 

users there carry different sentiments toward this technology than those in the rest of the world.  

 

In order to limit and narrow down the study, it was necessary to choose a specific industry – and this 

thesis focused on retail stores that carry common items purchased on a regular basis, and for the sake 

of comparison, electronics- and clothing stores were also involved. Future research could conduct 

comparative studies of different industries, and which impact the new techonologies have on their 

respective customer experiences. Some suggested industries could be transportation, healthcare, or 

financial services.  

 

Supply chain management is one of the core processes of retailing. Further studies could investigate 

to which extent holistic store solutions with Internet of Things, artificial intelligence and machine 

learning can effectivise supply chain performance, and potentially reduce cost.  

 

Consumers don’t mind having personal assistants that look like blenders or CD players at home. 

Simultaneously, they are expressing concern and fear with robots designed as humanoids being 

introduced to retail. Further studies of causes to this could be helpful in understanding when robots 

can be a useful addition to retail stores as well as other services, and why there appears to be a gap in 

how robots are perceived based on the design of their casings.   
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8 APPENDICES 

8.1 Appendix	1:	Customer	Experience	–	Customer	Journey	Distinction	Table	

 CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE CUSTOMER JOURNEY 

Definition 

A multidimensional construct that 

focuses on the various responses the 

customer has to the firm’s offering 

during the purchasing journey. 

A tool that revolves around allowing the 

firm to put itself in the shoes of the 

customer in order to understand him or 

her better. 

Focus 

The customer’s perception of the 

firm as a whole. Allows for loyalty 

gains. 

Breakdown of interactions between the 

customer and firm, allows the firm to gain 

empathy and understanding for the 

customer. 

Effects 

Defines engagement, brand 

awareness and satisfaction with the 

firm. 

Allows the firm to “shadow” the customer 

and work with a customer centric 

approach without the customer knowing. 

Can increase customer lock-in through 

accurate measures and actions. 

Measurement 

Measured by positive or negative 

comments, delivered through 

various forms of feedback and 

social promoter score (SPS/NPS). 

Suggests blueprinting, customer activity 

cycles and collection and analysis of KPIs 

throughout the journey. 

Pros 

Revolves around the end goal of 

true loyalty to the firm, and gaining 

distinct competitive advantage 

Revolves around engaging the customer 

through value co-creation, and 

understanding the customer better through 

in-depth touch point analysis. 

Cons 
Does not have a definitive answer 

to which data should be collected 

for analysis. Number of conversions 

Might make the company take control of 

how every interaction takes place – 

resulting in less autonomy for the 
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is not necessarily connected to 

customer’s perceived experience, as 

many other factors may be relevant. 

customer, and a less interactive customer 

experience. 

 

8.2 Appendix	2:	Age	Distribution	of	Survey	Respondents	

 

 

8.3 Appendix	3:	Consumer	goals	and	needs	vs	retailer	capabilities	

Consumer Shopping Goal Retail Store Capabilities 
New Retail Technology 

Capabilities 

To pay in the most convenient 

way 

Can pay with cash, credit card 

and mobile apps; 

Just walk out technology; 

Can pay with cash, credit card, 

mobile apps and identity based 

solutions; 

To shop conveniently and 

efficiently 

Personnel operated cashiers; 

Self-service checkouts; 
Just walk out technology 
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Self-service product scanners; App based self-service product 

scanning; 

To shop with minimal physical 

effort 
Home delivery; 

Just walk out technology; 

Retail stores designed for 

providing home delivery; 

To always find the right item 
Supply planning based on 

historical sales data; 

Projection based AI powered 

logistics platform for supply 

and logistics; 

To find the right items easily in 

the store 

Store maps and interactive 

screens with search functions; 

Store layouts that guide the 

customer; 

Interactive screen with search 

functions; 

Robot (AI unit) store assistants; 

To shop with confidence 

Interactive screens with product 

information; 

Item labelling and product 

information on shelves/posters; 

Interactive information systems 

with beacon technology; 

Transparency; 

Shopping carts with updated 

pricing; 

Price awareness Self-service product scanning 

IoT automatically updated price 

signs; 

RFID cart updates; 

Camera tracking cart updates; 

 

Human interaction and 

assistance 

Store employees in-store can 

greet and assist 

Robot (AI unit) store assistant 

can communicate and interact 

with customer and assist; 
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8.4 Appendix	4:	Table	of	assumptions	for	analysis	

Assumption 1 Cashier-less technologies such as Just Walk Out will increase the transaction 

frequency in physical retail stores 

Assumption 2 Consumers will be willing to share personal information and be surveilled in 

exchange for access to solutions that effectivise their time spent in retail stores 

Assumption 3 Interactive in-store technologies that provide useful information at the right time 

can improve the seamlessness of the customer experience. 

Assumption 4a Digital personal assistants will simplify the shopping experience in the future. 

Assumption 4b Robots will partially replace human employees in retail stores in the future 

 

8.5 Appendix	5:	Enalyzer	Questionnaire	
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8.6 Appendix	6:	Questionnaire	Chart	
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8.7 Appendix	7:	Interview	guide	for	semi	structured	interviews	

1. What new technologies do you think stores like Føtex will introduce within the next few years?  

 

2. What kind of changes and new technologies do you hope stores like Føtex will introduce or use 

more in the next years?  

 

3. Do you think you would shop in a store like Føtex if there was no cashier or self-checkout – you 

just walked straight out with your items – but there were cameras everywhere surveilling which 

items you took and everything you did in the store?  

 

4. Do you know what Google Home, Amazon Echo or Apple HomePod is? - Do you have any 

experience using one or more of them?  

 

5. How old are you?  

 


